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In Our 94th Year

Concert Will Be
Held Tuesday
By Orchestra
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Harold J: Utter of Lexington, president of Western Kentucky Stages since it bagan operation in
1942, turns over the operating authority to the new owners, J. Polk Brooks, Sr., and J.P. Brooks, Jr.,
of Brooks Bus Lines in Paducah. The final transaction took place in Murray after the Interstate
Commerce Commission approved the transaction. The new line will be Brooks Bus Lines, Inc. and
will continue in its present location and give passenger, express and charter services to the same
(Staff Photo by David Hill
routes.
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Watergate

Flood Of Stories Failed To
Arouse Suspicions Of Nixon
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WASHINGTON AP)- Even
a flood of news stories about
Watergate failed to arouse
President Nixon's suspicions
that the White House was involved in the scandal, presidential aide Richard A. Moore testified.
The white-haired, quiet-spoken Moore said Friday that he,
too, discounted news accounts
of the scandal until around
March 1, when his own suspicions began to grow.
Still, he waited nearly a
month before urging White
House counsel John W. Dean
III to tell the President about
the cover-up and attempts to
extort hush money from presidential aides. Moore said.
did not feel that I had anything but hearsay and gossip
and rumor, but I sure was beginning to worry," Moore told
the Senate Watergate committee.
Moore's televised testimony
filled the entire day and he was
recalled for a third day when
the hearings resume Monday.
His appearance was suggested
by the White House to give another version of events Dean
testified about
Moore is scheduled to be followed by Herbert W. Kalmbach, once Nixon's personal
attorney. Kalmbach allegedly
paid $210,000 to purchase silence from the Watergate defendants.
In other Watergate developments Friday:
--Watergate committee chairman Sam J. Erwin Jr., said he
regrets Nixon's bout with viral
pneumonia, but wants to follow
through with their scheduled
meeting as soon as possible.
White House spokesmen said
the meeting won't take place
while Nixon is in the hospital.
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The Weather
Increasing cloudiness, with a
chance of thundershowers today. Showers likely tonight
with dimishing activity and
turning cooler Sunday. Highs
today in the upper Ms and low
90s. Lows tonight in the low-tomid 60s, and highs Sunday 78 to
82.
Winds southwesterly 10 to 15
MPH today. The outlook for
Monday is for decreasing
cloudiness and somewhat cooler
weather.
The probabilities of measurable precipitation are 40 per
cent today, 70 per cent tonight
and 40 per cent Sunday_
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cloudy
Monday
Partly
through Wednesday with a
chance of thundershowers late
- Tuesday and Wednesday
Temperatures will be slightly
• below normal with daytime
highs in the mid Ks and nighttime lows in the mid 60s.
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Ervin said that if Nixon continues to insist on keeping presidential papers from the committee, that the panel will issue
a subpoena for them.
-Ervin again called on Nixon to testify about the accusations against him. He said "of
all the inhabitants of the earth"
the President is the best qualified to answer Dean's accusations that he discussed hush
money and a clemency offer as
part of the cover-up plot.
-Science Magazine reported
that the White House considered cutting off federal research funds to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology as
a political reprisal against its
president, Jerome B. Wiesner.
The magazine said it learned of
the plan--neyar carried outfrom two White Hobae memoranda, one of them written to
Nixon by former aide John D.
arlichman.
-Presidential counselor Anne

Armstrong said she believes
Nixon will avoid a confrontation with the committee.
She said she thinks -the President has taken every possible
step forward for full disclosure." Mrs. Armstrong,
speaking in Tallahassee, Fla.,
said the White House has become more receptive to outside
ideas because of the scandal.
-Nixon donor W. Clement
Stone said the President is a
man of integrity who has made
some mistakes in judgment by
trusting aides who deceived
him.
Stone, interviewed in aucago, said he has given a total
of 25 million to Ninon's bat tWa
presidentie campaipm—lie
said he would have given more
if needed.
In his Senate testimony
Moore repeatedly said he firmly believes the President did
not find out about the coverup
(See Watergate,Page le)

Nixon Is Improved After
Spending Rested Night

The Murray State University
Music will
Department of
present the Summer Symphony
Orchestra in a concert of light
classical music on Tuesday,
July 17, at 7:30 p.m. The
concert will be held in Recital
Hall "A" in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center on the
University Campus.
The Summer Symphony is
composed of players from the
uncampus,
University
graduals
dergraduates and
students, faculty, and oncampus musicians. It is beteg
conducted by Neale B. Mason,
Associate Professor of Music,
who also teaches music theory
and stringed instruments.
In a concert designed for easy
summer listening, the orchestra will play the "Russian
Sailor's Dance" by the Gliere,
"Egmont Overture," by
Beethoven and "Legend" from
MacDowell's "Indian Suite." In
the lighter vein, Copland's
"John Henry," "Blue Tango,"
by Leroy Anderson, and the
"Knightsbridge March," by
Coates will be heard.
The Orchestra has been
rehearsing since the beginning
of the summer session, and
provides not only a pleasant
cultural event for the summer
season, but also an opportunity
for students, faculty, and
townspeople to play in a
a
orchestra,
symphony
spokesman said.
The concert is free and the
public is welcome.

MSU Receives Grant
For Continuation Of
Social Wort Program
,A grant of $114,292.25 has la(s•n
awarded for fiscal year 1973-74
for continuation support of the
three-year-old social work
program at Murray State
University
Funded by 75 per cent federal
money and 25 per cent
university money, the grant
includes an allocation of $40.000
for student stipends to aid
disadvantagHd
financially
students in meeting the cost of
their education.
Dr. Walter E. Blackburn,
dean of the School of Arts and
Sciences at Murray State. said
the federal share of the grant M5,719.19-was made available
by Social and Rehabilitation
Services in the U. S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare through the Kentucky
Department of Economic
Security.
Begun in 1970, the social a rak
program under the direction of
Wallace Baggett offers a major
field of study for students interested in a career in one of the
ocmany human service
cupations.
A part of the department of
sociology and anthropology
headed by Dr. John H. Watson,
the program has a 33-hour
major which prepares students
for entry-level posiiions in
school bode' work, public
welfare, mental health, family
and children's services, and
correctional and rehabilitive
service agencies.

WASHINGTON(AP)- Pres- not the kind emaciated with
ident Nixon was reported im- coronary arterfOr heart disproved today after spending "a ease.
They recommended therapy
reasonably" rested night in
Bethesda Naval Medical Center and estimated that the Presiwhere he was admitted two dent would be hospitalized for
days ago with viral pneumonia. seven to 10 days.
Today's report on his condiThe pains of the right chest
the President ex- tion did not refer to the state of
which
perienced Thursday and Friday the chest inflation.
Another examination was
lessened during the night, the
scheduled today with the rehospital reported.
In addition, his temperature sults to be disclosed at a news
dropped from a high 102 to 100 briefing.
The report said the President
at midnight, the hospital said.
"He required minimal pain enjoyed his first substantial
medication and rested reason- meal at 7 p.m. Friday.
It consisted of strip loin
ably well during the night and
was still asleep at 7:30 a.m. steak, snow peas, potato nettle
EDT." the report on his condi- followed by a small serving of
ice cream.
tion said.
Nixon wee admitted to the. Nixon., has not. had vistors
hospital at 9:15 p.m. Thursday since 3 p.m. Friday, the report
after his personal physician Dr. added.
When newsmen ask about
Walter Tluich determined in an
examination that the President Nixon's condition, Press Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler tells
had a viral condition.
Doctors at the center report- newsmen that patients in the
ed Friday that the President President's condition do not
was suffering from severe change from hour to hour.
But Ziegler and presidential
pains in the right chest which
they said showed a continuing doctors said Friday Nixon will
be hospitalized at least a week
evidence of inflation.
treatment of viral pneufor
had
said
they
However, they
determined that the pain was monia He entered the Naval
Medical Center in nearby Bethesda, Md. Thursday night
Once released, said a doctor,
"he might not feel quite up to
par.. because there is considerable malaise and uneasiness
Morse. Lodallbs4105 Free and a feeling of a lack of enerand Accepted Masons will meet gy that may continue for some
at the Masonic Hall on Monday. period."
July IS. at 7:30 p.m
The 60-year-old President had
Work will hein the Master a temperature "ranging beMason degree. All filaSOTIS are tween 101 and 102," doctors
invited to attend. said James said
Tipton. master of the lodge
(See Nixon,Page le)

Murray Lodge Plans
Meeting On Monday

Edith Cunningham

Caeiss lia/by

Elizabeth Hosford

"What's Your Opinion?"

Consolidation Of Schools Favored
By MIXE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Writer
There will soon be in Marshall
County, one high school which
will replace the three present
schools which now serve the
county.
In many areas of the state,
there is only one school system
which serves the people of a
county.
"What's Your Opinion?"
today deals with that matter.
This reporter was at the
Southside Shopping Center
and
Thursday afternoon
selected at random four people
for today's column.
Those four persons were
asked the following question:
"What do you think would be the
advantages or the disadvantages of consolidating the
Calloway County Schools and
the Murray Independent
Schools?"
Edith Cunningham of 1213
College Cciurtjt,_ who is employed by Jim Adams IGA,
favored the consolidation of the
Iwo school systole
-.
"All of the kids In the county
and city schools would have the
same educational values," Mrs.
Cunningham said.
"In the county schools, you
don't learn in as many different
_WWI IS ion do in th•_citi
schools."
"If both of the high schools
were put together, the
basketball team and the football
would be fantastic too."
"I think everybody would
have a much better chance,"
Mrs. Cunningham added.
Mrs. Cunningham graduated
from Calloway County High
School.
The only person who was

against the consolidation of the
two school systems was Mrs.
Elizabeth Hosford of 1621 Olive.
"I think that the bigger the
school is, the less attention the
student is likely to get."
"I think that it would be
detrimental for the two to
consolidate because there
would be too many for one high
school to handle."
"At the rate it is going now, it
seems that overcrowding in the
classrooms would be very likely
to occur," Mrs. Hoblord added.
Carlos Bailey, who Ilvas on
Murray Route Seven and is selfemployed, favored the consolidation.......
"If the two wheels were to be
consolidated and operate
something like a college
campus,then I think it would be
good," Bailey said.
"This would leave more room
for the middle schools and
therefore give enough room in
the smaller grades."
"The greatest advantage
would be simply the improvement that would come
from the expanded educational
curriculum."
Bailey also said that the
sports program would be
greatly improved.
Rodney Burkeen, a 1973
graduate of Calloway County
High School who Revs an Dater
Route One and is now omoployed
by the Calloway County Raid
Department, was Wesley in
favor of consolidation.
"The new vocational school
has brought the two high
schools closer together because
it gives the students from each
of the high schools a chance to
be together," Burkeen said.
"If you were to take both high
schools and combine them, it

Senate Refuses To Delay
Work on Alaskan Pipeline

would be of great benefi.
because everybody would Is:
together."
"Murray High offers a lot of
classes that Calloway County
does not. Calloway County High
Is just not getting the full advantage of everything."
"If both of the schools were
together, then there would be a
lot more classes for students to
take."
"Both high schools have good
basketball teams and if they
were to be put together, then
they would really be great. We

have a lot of guys at Calloway
County that would like to play
football but they can't do it
since the school does not have a
football program." Burkeen
said.
Several youngsters who were
observing the interviews said
that they would be a against the
consolidation because of the
rivalry between the schools.
Next week, this reporter will
be at the Calloway County Fair.
The question will be directed
toward teenagers and will
concern the drug problem.

Mg) Announces Plans For
'Football Donor' Tickets
Plans have been formulated
and approved for the dab of
Meson foothill tickets in the
wow Roy Stewart Stadium at
War Slab UniversiVONI
Luther, director of attiblhtli at
the university, has
The $5.5 million ierellin.
athletic complex, under construction since 1969, will be used
for the first time September 15
when the Murray State Racer
football team meets Western
Carolina University in its
opening game of the 1973
season
A new "football donor" ticket
plan, involving the sale of the
box seat sections in the
was
recently
stadium,
presented to the university by
the "Big M Club" an organized
group of local football enthusiasts, Luther said.
This plan has been approved
by Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
president of the university, and
the Murray State Athletic
Committee, and a "Racer
Football Donor" solicitation
drive presently is under way,
the athletic director went on.
"The Sig M Club' members
have offered their services in
the solicitation and promotion
of the plan," Luther said, adding that "all of the chair seats
in the new stadium will be sold
under the new 'donor' plan.
'This is an attempt to improve the football program at
the university and raise funds

WASHINGTON-(AP--)— The that would remove legal barSenate has reamed _to delay riers to the pipeline's right-ofconstruction of the Alaska oil way across federal lands.
A U.S. District Court earlier
pipeline for a study of a possible alternate' route across ruled that the federal governCanada. The vote was a defeat ment violated the law in grantfor environmentalists who are ing the oil companies building
pipeline a right-of-way
trying to block the project
Sponsors of the Alaska route greater than the 50-feet persaid any further delay would mitted by law.
Jackson's bill is expected to
aggravate the current energy
crisis. Environmentalists want win approval easily next week.
Jackson, chairman of the
the pipelifie re-routed through
the MacKenzie River valley in Senate Interior Committee, argued that Mondale's proposal_
Canada.
The Senate voted 61 to 29 Fri- would increase the country's
day to defeat an amendment by dependency on foreign oil by
Sen. Walter F Mondals;-D. further delaying tapping of the
Alaskan North Slope oil fields
Minn., to put off construction
.—
He said the quickest way to
for a year.
urgently needed Alasrecover
to
ttirdelay
sought
Mondale
permit the National Academy kan oil would be to build the
the en- pipeline from Prudhoe Bay on
The Jones Creek camping and of Sciences to compare
na- the North Slope to Valdez on
and
economic
vironmental.
day-use area in Land Between
the the state's southern coast. The
of
aspects
security
tional
public
the
the Lakes is closed to
oil would then be shipped by
permit
and
routes
pipeline
two
this summer while extensive
netanker to the West Coast for rebegin
to
administration
renovation and repair work is the
for con- fining
Canada
with
gotiations
on
Located
being completed.
Mondale's amendment would
Kentucky Lake adjacent to struction permits.
required Congress to sehave
all
killed
virtually
vote
The
Rushing Creek Campground,
lect a route within a year and
to
environmentalists
of
hopes
launching
the beach and boat
after receiving the comparative
areas in Jones Creek received block construction of the constudy of the two routes by the
pipeline
Alaska
troversial
heavy damage due to wind and
National Academy of Sciences.
legislation
through
high
the
wave action during
the
a
by
is
suit
pending
Still
water this spring. The
other
renovation will also include Wilderness Society and
SECRETARIES
groups
challengconservation
picnic
improving the scenic
Chapter,
Murray
The
government's
federal
the
ing
area on the high bluff
National Secretaries'
sufficient
gave_
it
that
claim
overlooking the lake and
to the Canadian route be- Association, will meet Monday.
refurbishing the camping area. study
July 16 at 7:30 p.m at the
_
it,
rejecting
fore
When work is completed the
Uniiersity Branch or the Bank
attach
his
to
tried
Mondale
Jones Creek area will again be
a bill by Sen. of Murray New members will
to
amendment
and
clubs
available to camping
M Jackson. fl-Wash., be installed
other groups by reservation. ' Henry:

TVA's Jones Creek
Closed For Repairs

Rodney Burkeen

for football scholarships and
recruitment," he said.
Luther, in announcing the
ticket purchase *En, Which
involves 1,000 chair-back Mm"
in the new stadium, went on to
urge all Murray State hiethall
season ticket holders "to loin
the university, community and
region in this effort to improve
the school's football program by
purchasing the 'donor' seats."
Early in September, a
drawing will be held to determine the priority of selection of
reserved chair seats for the
football donors, he said.
Season ticket holders, wishing
to purchase reserved bleacher
seats will be notified on a
priority basis, he added, emphasizing that "first priority in
the purchase of reserved
bleacher seats will be given to
those football season ticket
holders who have purchased
season tickets in the old
stadium for the greatest length
of time."

Committeeman
NaittiLta_FHA

The Calloway-Graves-Marshall County Area has a new
Farmers Home, Administration
county committeeman. Claxton
Holloway was named to serve
the area with the office in
Mayfield. Holloway replaced
Alpha R. Ford effective July 1.
Raymond E. Hogue, FHA
County Supervisor, complimented Ford for his time and
effort. County committeemen
serve a three year term and do
Five Calloway County men no succeed themselves.
have enlisted in the United
Holloway was one of 67 apStates Air Force, according to pointments recently announced
Sgf:-N5---ICIFetinin of the by John H. Burris, FHA State
Paducah Air Force Recruiting Director. Burris stated in his
Office.
announcement that 41 of the
Those enlisting were : David appointees were women;
Benton and Coleman Smith, showing that women are acnavigator training; Rodnie cepting a greater share in
Ball, pilot training; Gary assuming
public service
Overbey and Chris Wither- positions.
spoon.
FHA committeemen certify
all applicants as to eligibility
for FHA services. Applicants
who can obtain loam from other
sources at reasonable rates and
terns are not eligible for FHA
loans.
The Antioch Church of Christ
Burris is proud that over
will have a gospel meeting
are
Kentuckians
460,000
and
starting Monday. July 15,
currently benefiting from
continuing through Sunday.
services of FHA. Over 20,000
July 22.
more of the rural people should
Fort
Bro. Preston Gotham of
Join this group in the 1974 fiscal
Worth, Texas. will be the'
year. These people will use
speaker for the services ton be
Farm operating, farm
housing,
eight
held. at three p.m. and
:ownership, water and sewer
p.m. daily.
loans, and other authorities of
The public is invited to attend,
the agency.
said
spokesman
a church

Calloway Men
Enlist In USAF

Bro. Cotham To Be
Antioch Speaker
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Introduced At MSU
An introductory course
tracing the history of organized
religion in American will be
initiated by the history
st
department .
Murray State University this
fall.

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters 10 the Editor, _
or Public Voice iterns which, in our opinion, are not for the best interest of our readers.
National RepreseMaNves: Wallace Witmer'Co., 1509 Madison Ave..
Memphis,In , Time S. Lite Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg..;
Iletrnit Mich
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray. $35 per week, $1.52 per
month, $15.20 Per year By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties.
Si 50 per year; other destinations, $111.00 per year. All mail sub• riptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daily at the POst Office, Murrim. KOMucky,for transmigeben
as Second Class Matter
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrityof its Newspaper

Dog Leash Law
Councilman Melvin Henley presented a draft of a
dog leash ordinance for the city of Murray at the
regular meeting of the Murray City Council on
Thursday evening.
We commend Mr. Henley on the thorough job that
he did on this somewhat controversial issue.
The sentiment has grown over the last several
years for some type of dog control law in the city.
Most small towns have this problem, but because of
the size of the town, nothing is ever done. Murray
has grown into a small city, and the dog problem.
along with a number of others has to be met.
The city administration has met a number of
problems head-on from time to time, and has done
well in solving most of them. During the tenure of
Mayor Holmes Ellis, such areas as housing. pLanning, zoning, street priorities, street paving. land
use, lot clearing, burned house clearing. etc. have
been entered:As the city grows, the rights of the
individual citizen have to be protected. The only way
this protection can be achieved is for all of us to live
under certain regulations which will insure that
personal rights will not be infringed upon.
As far as the dog leash ordinance is concerned, we
think it should be such that one neighbor is not pitted
against another. The ordinance itself should take
care of the enforcement of the law.
As the town grows and the population increases,
the dogs of one neighbor may distress another
neighbor. The law should take care of the situation.
The only remedy now is for a neighbor to file suit
against his neighbor which calls for long lasting
emnity.
We applaud the efforts of the City Council and Mr.
Henley in particular, to resolve a problem of long
standing.
As Mayor Ellis pointed out, otlea alt ordinancedeserves the support of the City Council and the
citizens of the city.

ATLANTA, Ga.(APs — Sen.
Barry Goldwater assailed Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy Thursday
night for appointing himself
"judge and jury in the Waterpart of a drive
gate affair'

for the presidency in 1976.
De.' James R. Venza, Jr.,
Goldwater, an Arizona Rechairman -of the history public:y.1 and the GOP's presidepartment, said the course dential nominee in 1964, told
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Council Says State May Invoke
Death Penalty In Some Cases

Ten Years Ago Today
1/13)(1131•=IRS FILE

Scott

Course In History
Of Religion To Be

—

Heavy rains and strong winds struck the county
yesterday and high winds caused much damage just
west„of-the Martin's Chapel Road on the Clifton
Harrell, Joe Dortch, and Joe Fridy farms.
A group of Amish people from Ohio were in
Murray this morning seeking an area Where a group
of the families could settle.
Miss Annette Clark, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis B. Clark of Shelbyville, and William Donald
Swann, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Swann of
Murray, were married June 16 at the Duncan
Memorial Chapel near Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Darnell and son. Kevin, of Royal
Oak, Mich., have been the guests of their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Darnell and Mr. and Mrs. Burie
Waldrop.

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The Kentucky Law Enforcement Council says the state
may specify the death penalty
for certain offenses and has
recommended that approach in
the new pectic:ode.
The altelmety soup, analysing the maselte dooms&
which wfll be.,sateid--fallta
1974 legislature before becoming law, said the U.S. Supreme
Court has not held all capital
punishment illegal.
Therefore, it reasoned, the
next session could List the exact
crimes for which the maximum
penalty is applicable and leave
out the optional portion on life
imprisonment.
The propoeials,on capital punishment were a major portion
of the council's assessment of
the penal code, enacted during
the 1972 session with the prevision that it not take effect for
another couple of years.
In general the council ap-

2,0 Years Ago Today
Robert L. Carlton was awarded the Doctor of
Philosophy degree at Ohio State University during
• spring commencement-ceremonies. He is tbe son of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert B_Carlton of near Kirksey.
The Bank of Murray today received one of the
latest pieces of equipment used in the banking
business. The machine is called a proof machine and
reduces many of the operations formerly done by the
teller.
Mrs. J. Alfred McCord of Centerville, Tenn., died
July 12.
Miss Willodean Goforth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke of Puryear, Tenn., was married to
Rev. Terry Sills,-sonof ?dr.andldr_s_ Terry_L. Sills of
Sharpe, on July 5 at the East Baptist Church,
Paducah.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
=DO=•TIM= NIA

Royce Jones, Jr., age 22, of Hazel, died as a result
of wounds received in fighting action with the Army
in North Africa.
Bomar Jones, age 35, of the Crossland community,
was killed by a train near Van Dyke, Tenn.
Other deaths reported are Clint Drinkard, age 71,
former sheriff of Calloway County, Mrs. Myrtie
Singleton, age 56, New Concord, Oury L. Broach, age
66, Murray, and Nolan Baker, Kerrville, Texas.
IA., Bernard Bell, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.A. Bell ofMurray, has.-been wounded for the third timein
Army- action in North Africa.
The Eggners Ferry Bridge on U.S. Highway 68 wilF
be closed for about five months while it is being
raised -in'preparationier-the fillIng allieltetitiay
Dam reservoir.
The Jury list for the AUgUSt term of Circuit Court
in Calloway- County hes been releaSed by Otis
Lovins, direuit. Court Clerk.-

proved of the code, calling it a
tremendous improvement in the
state's criminal law.
But it took exception to a
score of new statutes and gave
its own version of what should
substituted in the code.
"The code's sections on offense categories and penalties
should be expanded to provide
capital punishment as a mandatory penalty for certain types
of crimes and to expand the
classes of felonies and misdemeanors.
Certam offenses are so
"
harmful to the victim and so
destructive to society and the
political system that they warrant mandatory capital punishment."
It mentioned intentional killing of police, firemen or other
public officials in the line of
duty-and similarly the murder
of political candidates and officers and witnesses in criminal

Hospital Report
July 18, 1973
ADULTS 104
NURSERY .11
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Gloria Ann Berkley and
Baby Boy, Route 1, Box 169,
Buchanan, Tenn., Baby Boy
Holt (Carol Lynn—Mother),
Box 71 Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Stella Bimpe Latundee and
Baby Boy, 7 Orchard Heights,
Murray, Mrs. Jeanette Francis
Salyer and Baby Girl, Route 4,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Adrain B. Cloys, Jr., Route 1,
Box 362, Murray, Mrs. Mildred
K. Canady, Route 5 Box 294,
Murray,Charles Brown Martin,
Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Cerra
Lucille Boaz, Route 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Billy June Paschall, Route
L Puryear, Tenn.. Mrs. Avis
Lucille Garland, 500 Elm,
Murray, James Van Thompson,
Route 2, Puryear, Tenn.,
Master James Alex Ray, Box
161, Hazel, Miss Amelia Faye
Ryan, 518 Broad St., Murray,
Herod Marne, 205 East Walnut,
Murray, Miss Brenda Fay
Wofford, Route 2, Hazel, Miss
Heather Dawn Walston, Route
2, Murray, Mrs. Frances
Watkins Norwood, Route 1,
Glenda Nell
Hardin, Mrs.
Garner and Baby Boy, Route 4,
Murray, Homer Lee England,
809 Broad St., Murray, Mrs.
Hattie Wilson, 508 North 7th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Ethel Robertson
Isabel, Route 1, Springville,
Tenn., Rice Dorsey Futrell,
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. RubyAnna Forrester, Route 2, Hazel

Mrs. LOW LaVirna McAvoy,
Gra
Lettie Curd,Dasitr, Mrs. Sarah
Ellis Smith, lel Sunset Drive,
Murray, Mrs. Mabel Donna
-Brown, 301 North 8th St.,

MniTa y

entitled History 322, Religion in
America, is part of an expansion of offerings -to make
the history curriculum more
relevant to contemporary
things."
He added that the course is
aimed at the general college
public and has no prerequisites.
Dr. Hughie G. Lawson,
assistant professor of history,
will teach the class. He emphasized that the approach will
be historical and nondenominational, beginning in
the colonial period and
following major developments
In religion up to the present.
"The effort will be to study
organized religion ass whole,to
understand the distinctive
features of various religious
groups, and to see how religion
has interacted with other forces
in American history," Lawson
explained.
Among the topics to be
covered, he mentioned witcolonial
in
chcraft
Massachusetts, the Shakers,
evolutionary theories and.
religion, and the frontier
revivals.
Lawson, who joined the
Murray State faculty in 1969,
hold the Ph. D. degree from
Tulane University.

Kentucky chapter of Americans
for Effective Law Enfcrcement
and the Kentucky Peace Officers' Association.
Among the council's other
suggestions:
- The section on deadly
weapons should be revised to
•provide that an unleaded- gun
falls in that category.

the nation's Young Republicans
that Kennedy was "the last
person in the country to lecture
us" on Watergate.
"Until all the facts involving
the Chappaquiddick tragedy
are made known, the American
people can do without moralizing from the Massachusetts
Democrat," Goldwater told the
final session of the three-day
convention of Young Republi-

constituted himself as both
judge and jury in the Watergate affair.
'He spoke with unctuous
righteousness about such things
as `mischief' and 'honor' and
'eznaption from restraints,"
Goldwater said. "All of his remarks were obviously directed
to the Watergate charges, although he didn't mention them
as such."
An aide to Kennedy said he
doubted the senator would respond to Goldwater's comments. He added, however, that
he plans to supply Goldwater's
office with the five-volume
record of the inquest into the
Chappaquiddick case.

cans.

Goldwater's remark about
Chappaquiddick refers to an incident four years ago when a
secretary riding in Kennedy's
car drowned while returning
with the senator from a barbeque at Chappaquiddick
Island in Massachusetts.
"I know he is running for
president but that's no excuse,"
Goldwater said of Kennedy.
"There is still that little truism
which says people who live in
glass houses should not throw
stones."
The Arizona senator criticized Kennedy's speech at a
Fourth of July rally in Decatur,
Ala.
"In a speech that was obviously the opening gun of Kennedy's drive for the presidency
in 1976," Goldwater said, -the

CAMPII
Now thtu Tue.

•minnalmp_

senator from Massachusetts
GER JAMES

gRE BOND

0111/1RAY 7Open 7:30-Start Dusk

IIVEANDLETDIE

DRIVE
IN

ends.,TONITE
BIG 4 FEATURE GANOSTERAMAN
1. "A BULLET FOR PRETTY BOY" (PG)
2. "BOXCAR BERTHA"
3. "BLOODY MAMA"
4. "1,000 CONVICTS & A WOMAN"
— Shown
4 Tonite —

1;1,i,

18 or Over Only

"Many objects besides those
listed in the code are readily
capable of killing—for example,
Ice picks, dubs and straight razors," it said.

THEATRE

Now thtu Tue.

—The code should allow police to carry concealed deadly
weapons while off duty or outside their jurisdiction.

..am
irruwei

LEE VA.I4C LEEF
—RETURN
ofSABATic

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
My neighbor down the road,.the old Wyoming
'eatvboy,-dean't miss a televised Minute Of the
-Senate hearings on the Watergate. "The trouble is,"
he tQluniented, "that they're all of them mostly
wyers and so it's lama water hole after the cattle
wallow in it—all
"Weary lawyers with endless tongues."
—John dreenleaf Whittier

The medalist of Us
ladies day golf held at
Country Club on W
was Sondra Edwards.
Others named wer
Lamb, close on 10,
Caldwell, low putts
Stubblefield, blind tx
Andersen, Middlem
Barbara McCuiston,
Eleanor Miller was
hostess for the day.

Music Teac
Plan Works
By Ylda No

The Murray Music
Association held its
meeting on July 10 at
of Mrs. Robert E.
president of the Assoc
1973-74.
Other new officers
M. Edward Veazey 1
Ronald P. Wright,
chairmen; Mrs. N
Mason, treasurer; i
Charles Rang, t
chairman.
Mrs. John C. Wint
outgoing president w
Mason is serving as se
president of thee
Music Teachers As
Preliminary plans
motion for the COMil
musical activities.
Plans were comple
music
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workshop on July 18a
In the Price Doyle I
Center, Room 348.
Vida Novik, Hugi
pianist who is Guest
the Keyborad High
stitute of the Sum
Academy, will be
this session for ar
teachers.
All teachers in Mi
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Association will ha
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workshop.
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I
Why asketh thou me? ask them which heard me,
what I have said unto them: behold, they know what
I said.—John 18:21.
Most of us know more of the truth than we want to
hear and far more than we want to do anything
about.

Oaks Golf Med
is-Sondra Edm

He was the gangster's
gangster'
* Ben Johnson
* Clods Leachman

—The murder provisions
should make a distinction bebrew killings, and intentional
killings without premeditation.

Otherwise, the council indicated, the assassin or conThe council said it would add tract killer would be treated no
the death penalty for other worse than someone who comhomicides such as murder re- mitted an unplanned murder.
sulting from hijackings, simul—The code should be more
taneous multiple slayings, hold- liberal on when a police officer
ing a hostage or kidnap victim
may use a deadly weapon. The
and by the use of destructive current provisions tie his hands
devices such as bombs.
or confuse him on when such
The council, comprised of 12 an act is permissible, the counformer law enforcement offi- cil said.
cers and four attorneys, has
—The code should keep the
studied the new code incurrent riot statutes, but intensively in the past 18 months,
makes it more difficult to
holding seven lengthy staff con- stead
anyone because it recharge
ferences and coming to a conquires a graver offense.
sensus at a final meeting.
—The section on indecent exExecutive Director Robert
poiture is "illogical" because
Clark Stone said the council
sexual gratification from the
"supports the new penal code if
culprit is required for a crime.
the amendments proposed are
"The (current) law justifiaadopted."
bly prohibits such exposure not
He said general approval of because of the actor's intent,
the council's recommendations but because the conduct harms
has been given by the attorney other members of the public by
general, the Gemniowwealth's causing them affront and
Attorneys' Association, the alarm," the council said.

Miss Rosemary Si
David Ryan Graha
married on Friday, Jc
four o'clock in the after
ceremony highlight
simplicity in the sea
the First United IV.
Church. Dr. James
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Scott-Graham Wedding Vows Read
Miss Rosemary Scott and officiated at the double ring
David Ryan Graham were ceremony.
married on Friday, June ?s, at
The bride is the daughter of
four o'clock in the afternoon in a Mr.and Mrs. John Ed Scott and
ceremony highlighted by its the groom is the son of Mr. and
simplicity in the sanctuary of Mrs. Ryan Graham, all of
the First United Methodist Murray.
Cnurch. Dr. James A. Fisher
Wedding music was provided
by Mrs. Richard Farrell,
organist, and Hugh Griffith,
vocalist.
Mrs. Farrell played three
selections: "Twelfth of Never,"
"Somewhere My Love" and
The medalist of the regular Theme from "Love Story". Mr.
ladies day golf held at the Oaks Griffith, fraternity brother of
Country Club on Wednesday the groom, sang "One Hand,
was Sondra Edwards.
One Heart" and "Colour My
Others named were Carita World".
Lamb, close on 10, Carolyn
The traditional wedding
Caldwell, low putts, Janice
marches were used. During the
Stubblefield, blind hole, Jerri
playing of the first selection, the
Andersen, Middleman, and
candles were lighted by Kevin
Barbara McCuiston, most 8's.
Shahan, acolyte.
Eleanor Miller was the golf
The church altar was
hostess for the day.
decorated with two brass vases
filled with a summer bouquet in
colors of lavender and white. On

Oaks Golf Medalist
Is Sondra Edwards

Music Teachers
Plan Workshop FBIRTHS41
By Ylda Novik
The Murray Music Teachers
Association held its monthly
meeting on July 10 at the home
of Mrs. Robert E. Johnson,
president of the Association for
1973-74.
Other new officers are Mrs.
M. Edward Veazey and Mrs.
Ronard P. Wright, recital
chairmen; Mrs. Neale B.
Mason, treasurer; and Mrs.
Charles " Rang, telephone
chairman.
Mrs. John C. Winter is the
outgoing president while Mrs.
Mason is serving as second vice
president of thee Kentucky
Music Teachers Association.
Preliminary plans were set in
motion for the coming year's
musical activities.
Plans were completed for a
speical
music
teachers
workshop on July 18 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Room 348.
Ylcia Novik, Hugarian-born
pianist who is Guest Artist for
the Keyborad High School Institute of the Summer Arts
Academy, will be presenting
this session for iiirea music
teachers.
All teachers in Murray and
surrounding communities are
most welcome.
The Murray Music Teachers
Association will honor Miss
Novil with a reception immediatley
following
the
workshop.

MATHIS BOY
Michael Chance is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Michael
E. Mathis of Benton Route One
for their baby boy, weighing
eight pounds 3ii ounces, born on
Sunday, July 8, at 4:42 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Michelle, age five. The father is
employed at at Airco Alloys,
Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Mathis and Mr. and
Mrs. Benton Mullins, all of
Benton Route One. Great
Frank
grandparents are
Darnell, Avery Mathis, and Eli
Myers, all of Benton Route One,
and Mr. and Mrs. William
Danny Mullins, Sr., of Mt.
Vernon, Ill.
CAVITT BOY
Rev, and Mrs. Steve Cavitt,
818 Curtis, Paris, Tenn., are the
parents of a baby boy, Jeremiah
Stephen, weighing seven pounds
eight ounces, born on Monday,
July 9, at 11:03 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is minister of
the East Paris United Methodist
Circuit
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John B. Cavitt of Murray
Route One and Mr. Mrs. Willie
Wade Joseph of Kirksey Route
One. Great grandfathers are
Gus Lamb, Wilburn Gavin, Ira
Joseph, and Demps Beane.

Gospel
Meeting
Antioch
Church of Christ
July 15 through 22
Services 3:00 & 8:00 p.m.

Bro. Preston Cotham Fort Worth,
Pyblic is Invited

r

either side of the altar were
seven-branch floor candl labra
holding white candles.
The register table carried a
similar arrangement and was
attended by Miss Gay McDaniel, Alamo, Tenn., a
sorority sister of the bride. Mrs.
Stewart Phillips directed the
wedding.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a floor
length gown of soft cotton voile
styled by Marie Lee. The
basque bodice was fashioned
with a Victorian neckline and
ruffled "bib" effect of Nottingham lace, which also
enhanced the dep cuffs of the
bishop sleeves. The demi-bell
silhouette skirt was highlighted
by a band and a deep flounce of
the repeated lace. Her veil was
a Cathedral length mantilla
bordered in matching lace.
The bride's bouquet was a
"Heavenly White Bouquet" of
white roses, stephanotis, fugi
poms and baby's breath.
Mrs. Jeff Chase served as
matron-of-honor and Mrs.
Larry Ragsdale as bridesmaid.
The two attendants' dresses
were floor length lavender
dotted swiss trimmed in narrow
white lace with graduated
ruffles across the shoulders and
a deep flounce bordering the
demi-bell skirts. They wore
picture hats banded in the same
material as their dresses and
their nosey bouquets of
lavender fugi poms, white
roses, and crowns of baby's
breath carried streamers of the
repeated dotted swiss.
Jerry Graham served his
brother as best man. Stewart
Phillips, fraternity brother of
the groom, and Johnny Scott,
brother of the bride, served as
ushers.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Scott wore a lavender and
white floor length dress with
white accessories. Her corsage
was a single white cyrnbidiurn
orchid.
Mrs. Graham, mother of the
groom, wore a blue floor length
dress with matching accessories and a pink cynribidium
orchid.
Mrs. G. B. Scott, Sr., grandmother of the bride, was attired
in a green floor length dress and
wore a corsage of white
glamelias.

Duplicate Bridge
Club Holds Meeting
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club met Wednesday,
July 11, at seven o'clock in the
evening at Gleason Hall.
High score was won by John
Adams, and his partner, Ron
Cella. Seeond high went -te- Mr.
and Mrs. Wally Swan and third
high to Mr. and Mrs. Chuck
Rang.
The club meets each Wednesday at seven o'clock in the
evening at Gleason Hall and the
club Welcomes anyone who is
interested. Persons may bring a
partner to come alone and a
partner will be furnished.
A guest for the second time
was Mrs. Ann Hackett of St.
Paul, Minn., sister of Mrs. Max
Carman.
N
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SLACKS _
TROUSERS
Plain SKIRTS
SWEATERS

Suits
(2-Piece)

Coats
-Dresses
(Plain)
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Saturday, July 14
Bastille Day Celebration,
sponsored by by Murray High
French Club, will be held at the
Kenlake State Park pavilion
starting at 5:30 p.m.

Murray-Calloway County
The Murray High School
graduating class of 1923 will Fair opens at 7:30 p.m. with
have a reunion at the Holiday beauty contest.
Inn, Murray, at seven p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club will
sponsor a voter re-registration
A-Ham-Bean supper will be booth at the Murray-Calloway
held at the Brooks Chapel County Fair from seven to ten
United Methodist Church with p.m.
serving to be from 6:30 to nine
p.m., sponsored by the MYF.
Tuesday, July 17
Price will be two dollars for
Circle I of the First United
adults and one dollar for Methodist Church
Women will
children.
meet at the home of Mrs. E. W.
Riley, Sha Wa Circel, at two
"See How They Run," will be p.m.
presented at the Murray State
Murray-Calloway County
University Theatre at eight
Fair continues with Jersey
p.m.
cattle shows at ten a.m. and
Rock Music Night at eight p.m.
Sunday, July 15
Murray Assembly No. 19
Homecoming will be held at
Liberty
Cumberland Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Presbyterian Church with is scheduled to meet at seven
Sunday School at ten a.m., p.m. at the Masonci Hall.
preaching at eleven a.m.,
basket lunch at noon,and gospel
Murray TOPS Club will meet
singing in afternoon. Revival at seven p.m. at the Health
Center.
opens Monday at seven p.m.

Photo hv Wilson Woolley

Mr. and Mrs. David Ryan Graham
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception was heid
at the home of the bride's
grandmother, Mrs. G. B. Scott
Assisting at the reception
were: Mrs. G. B. Scott, Jr.,
Mrs. John Trotter, Mrs. H. B.
Bailey, Jr., Mrs. John Quertenuous, Miss Jennifer Trotter,
Mrs. Dale Willis, Miss Linda
Cathey, and Miss Debbie
Cathey.
The bride's table was covered
with a floor length cloth of peau
de sore with French banding
caught at intervals with white
ribbons tied in love knots.
The all white three tiered
wedding cake, topped with a
miniature bride and groom
statuette, featured icing of lovebirds, bells, and cupids. The
center arrangement of sinnmer
flowers in a silver wine cooler,
was flanked with two silver
candelabra. All other table
appointments were of silver.
The sideboard held two antique crystal candelabra with
and
white
candles
arrangements of summer

Eleanor Diuguid Is
Medalist For Club
Eleanor Diuguid was the
medalist for the regular ladies
day golf held at The Murray
Country Club on Wednesday.
Her score was 39.
Others named were Rae
Emener and Betty Jo Purdom,
30 on second hole, and Marilyn
Adkins, best sport. Betty
Hunter was golf hostess.
A ladies day luncheon was
served at noon with Mrs.
Samuel G. Bell as chairman of
the luncheon hostesses.

••••••••••
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Linda Stubblefiel
Honored At Shower
At New Providence

Miss Linda Stubblefield,
August lath bride-elect of Mark
Insured!
Puch, was complimented with a
•
•
Mothproofedl
Maxis, Zip Linings,
shower on Friday July 6 at the
No boxing!
•
New Providence Church of
Fur Trim, Pleats,
Pay only regular cleaning
Christ educational building
price this Fall!
Suedes, extra.
The hostess for the occasion
was Mrs. Macs:Jell Bucy. The
bride-elect wore a floor length
clotted swiss dress of pink and
Folded or
on Hangers.
was presented with a corsage of
All Week
daisies.
Cake and punch were served
by the hostess, Mrs. Bucy, and
Melody Bucy. The gift table was
redtered with a flower
' arrangement of pink gladiolo
and daisies.
Open 7 am. 6 p.m. Monday Saturday
.
POW-153-90114
•
The door prIze was won by the
bride-elect's grandthother,
•
•
•••••
0
S On
Mrs. CrawfaTd McClure.

SHIRTS

Laundered

599c

for

One HOUR cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center

-

St. Leo's Catholic Church will
participate in a parish potluck
picnic at Kenlake State Park at
three p.m.
First Assembly of God
Church, 18th and Glendale, will
have homecoming services
starting at ten a.m. The Don
Hendley Singers will be singing
at the services. A basket dinner
will be served at 12:30 p.m.

Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens are invited to
movies about Kentucky at the
Calloway Public Library at two
p.m. For transportation call
753-0929 or 753-9041.
Voter re-registration booth
will be at the Murray-Calloway
County Fair from seven to ten
p.m., sponsored by the Hazel
Woman's Club.

Monday, July 11
Registration for two weeks
summer swim program from
July 16-23 will be at the Murray
University School lobby from
8:30 to ten a.m. A fee of five
dollars will be charged.

Wednesday, July 18
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club meets at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall, North 12th
Street. Al] interested persons
are invited.

MODELS
WANTED

Murray Chapter, National
Ragsdale as hostesses.
Secretaries' Association, will
Coffee at the home of Mrs. meet at the University Branch
Ladies who would like to
Don Jones, Keenland Drive, of the Bank of Murray at 7:30
model afternoons the week
Mrs, Jones, Mrs. S. M. p.m. New members will be
of July 23 - 27th—tor free
Matarazzo, Mrs. Franklin installed
hairstyle call Leta Taylor
Fitch, and Mrs. G. T. Lilly as
753-8282 for information.
wedding
trip,
After a short
hostesses.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
Modeling to be done at
Mr and Mrs. Graham are now
Coffee: at the Owen Billington
hairdresser's seminar at
at home at 407 North Twelfth residence with Mrs. Billington, and Accepted Masons will meet
at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Murray State University
Street, Murray.
Mrs. L. A. Jones, Mrs. Jerry with work in the Master Mason
Catalina
Rehearsal Dinner,
Graham, and Mrs. Raymond degree.
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Graham Turner as hostesses.
entertained the Scott-Graham
Morning party at the Murray
wedding party and immediate Woman's Club House with
families with a dinner prior to Mesdames John Quertermous,
the rehearsal on June 28, at six James Hart, Gaylord Forrest,
o'clock in the evening. The Harlan
Hodges, Johnny
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
dinner was held in the private Reagan, Gallen Thurman,
dinning room of the Triangle James Rudy Allbritten, Louis C.
Inn.
Ryan and Robert Miller as
The table, covered in white hostesses.
linen cloth, was beautifully
Breakfast at Perkins Pandecorated with an arrangement
cake
House with Miss Louise
of lavender and white summer
flowers in a silver bowl and Lamb,Mrs. John T. Irvan, Mint
2:00 A.A4. Tilt 6
WItli I -miniature bride idadelynaLamh,and Mrs_ I.-K.
Pinkley
as
hostesses.
and groom. Lavender ribbon
streamers led from the center
arrangement to silver candle
holders with white burning
candles.
A delicious dinner was served
family style to the guests.
The bride and groom
presented their attendants with
gifts after which the party
moved to the First United
Methodist Church for rehearsal.
ppen Mon. thru Sat 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Prenuptial Events
Courtesies extended the bride
prior to the wedding were:
Brunch, at the home of Mrs.
Maurice Humphroy with Mrs.
Humphrey, Miss Lela Cain,
Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr. and Mrs.
Tom Rowlett as hostesses.
Miscellaneous Shower, at the
home of Mrs. Jeff Chase with
Mrs. Chase and Mrs Larry
bouquets. The flowers in the
living room carried the same
summer bouquet theme and
were a gift of Mr. and Mrs. John
H. Trotter.

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs

Open Sunday Noon — Limit Rights Reserved
Prices Good

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Only II

Sliced Into Chops

Locust Grove NWMS
Has Program Meet

•

tg bells, Ao
„JP
pleats, maxis,_ suede trim extra. •

Monday,July Hi
The Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Women will meet
at one p.m. at the church. Each
member is to bring a gift to
reveal sunshine friends.

The N.W.M.S. of the Locust
Gruy, Chin Lh of the Nazarene
of Kirksey met at the church on
Wednesday evening, July 4,
with the opening song being
"Bring Them In."
Mrs. Frocie Miller, president,
conducted the service. The
scripture reading from
thew 28 was read by Mrs.t
Tabers.
Others taking part in the
program were Mrs. Fray
Cunningham who gave a
reading, "Give A Smile;" Mrs.
Carl Usrey, "What Is So Hard
Being A Missionary:" Mrs.
Bryan Staples, "Those Other
Sheep."
The special study was by Rev.
Couch.
Others present were Bryan
Staples, Rex Tabers, Carl
Usrey, Debbie Tabers, and
Lillie (-lumbers,
- The next meeting will be held
on Wednesday, August
p.m.

Pork Loin 89
Pepsi Colas
59
Flour
TideY4

lb

wive carton

16 Ounce

Plus Deposit
or Bottles

Gold Medal

5 Lbs.

Giant

7 "Z
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Craig Morton Walks Out Of
Camp, Wanting A New Team
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Competing against Roger
Staubach for the Dallas Cowboys starting quarterback assignment is a challenge Craig
Morton can live with. But playing under what he calls an
unacceptable contract is another matter
Morton, one of Dallas' ace
signal-callers, walked out of the
Cowboy camp Friday and demanded to be traded after failing to agree to contract terms.
"It's a hard thing, the most
difficult decision of my life,"
Morton said. "It's not a matter
of play me or trade me. It's
strictly a matter of a contract I
can live with.
He said the deadlock involves
"security and definitely includes money. I feel I'm of
great value to the team and
ought to be paid accordingly."
Tex Schramm,Dallas general
manager. said Morton had requested terms which the club
was unprepared to meet. No
details were announced.
"That he raised the issue at
this time came as a complete
surprise to me," Schramm
said. "I'm still hopeful that
Craig will change his mind. He
did ask me to pursue the possibility of a trade but, if this did

not prove feasible, he indicated
that he was prepared to go into
private business."
Coach Tom Landry had imvarious complemented
binations of Morton and Staubach before designating Staubach the No.1 quarterback.
Staubach was sidelined most Of
the 1972 season with a shoulder
injury but recovered to start
the National cpnference title
game against Washington last
year after Morton had directed
the team most of the season.
Morton, whose style is tc
throw from the pocket, emphasized his decision was not affected by having to compete
with Staubach-a crowd-pleaser
who bolsters his passing game
with scrambling tactics-for
the starting quarterback slot.
''That's not it."Morton said.
"I'd love to compete against
Roger."
Dick Butkus, the Chicago
Bears' bullish linebacker, ended a three-month contract dispute by agreeing to a multiyear
pact with the club. Terms were
not disclosed but the nine-season veteran had been negotiating for a three-year agreement
worth $100,000 per year
Philadelphia linebacker Bob
Creech underwent surgery on

his right knee Friday night
after he suffered torn ligaments
earlier in the day at the team's
camp. A team spokesman said
Creech will be sidelined for 12
weeks.
In transactions, the Atlanta
Falcons dealt wide receiver
Ray Jarvis to the Buffalo Bills
for an undisclosed draft choice;
the St. Louis Cardinals acquired defensive tackle Doug
Moores from the New Orleans
Saints for a future draft selection; the Oakland Raiders
traded running back Don Highsmith to the Green Bay Packers for running backs Bob Hudson and [)emery Brandon and
Dallas swapped linebacker
Ralph Coleman to the Houston
Oilers for a future draft pick.
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Your lndivid
Franc
FO
game up for Cleveland, threw a
fastball sailed at his head.
By BRUCE Lowrrr
Up he got and then around he ball past first for an error
Associated Press Sports Writer
that
A's 13, Brewers 4
Bobby Murcer expected to went.. around the bases,
hit a grandslam
the
Tenace
of
homer
Gene
third
his
with
is,
get busted by Gene Garber.
in the homer and Ray Fosse added a
And he was. But what Garber game, the final touch
victory two-run shot, his second homer
didn't expect was that he'd get New York Yankees' 5-0
Royals.
City
in two games, to highlight OakKansas
the
over
busted right back-for the third
hear of such a thing before?"
the rest of the American land's 13-hit assault against
In
time
Sunplayoff
sudden-death
A
Texas Milwaukee.
In the first inning Friday League action, the
day is being taken for granted.
Red
Tigers 8, Angels 2
Boston
the
beat
Rangers
If it develops, it will be the night, Murcer hit a three-run
Mickey Lolich scattered sev4-1, the Cleveland Indians
Sox
conhe
sixth
the
in
And
homer.
has
playoff
a
year
straight
fifth
the Minnesota Twins en California hits-including
been needed at Robinson to de- nected again, this time with a clubbed
Oakland A's shel- Frank Robinson's two-run
the
11-2,
cide the winner-a PGA record. leadoff shot.
Milwaukee Brewers homer-and got plenty of Tiger
the
lacked
inning.
eighth
came
the
Then
at
lead
the
into
Jammed
Tigers clawed backing on homers by desigDetroit
the
13-4,
the
bases
and
out
one
With
137 five under par for the
8-2 and nated hitter Frank Howard,
Angels
Califognia
the
well-groomed Crawford Country empty, up came Murcer
White Sox edged Rich Reese and Tony Taylor.
Chicago
the
a
as
went
he
down
again-and
unknowns
course-were
Club
White Sox 3, Orioles 2
the Baltimore Orioles 3-2.
Mike Morley, 27, of Minot,
to be
McNally of Baltimore
myself
Dave
consider
don't
"I
ND, and Bobby Greenwood,
hitter, even though was coasting along with a fourhome-run
a
the
Exhibition
and
Tenn.
Tennis
Cookeville,
of
34,
I've hit 20 or more every hit shutout until the ninth infour better-known pros, defendsaid Murcer, who has 18 ning.
BROOKLINE, Mass. ( AP) -- year,"
ing champion Grier Jones,
Then, with a grin,
Then came singles by Pat
season.
this
Greene
ne
Grne
Lor
Dean Hemet), Babe Hiskey and
actor
levision
that to Kelly, Carlos May and Bill
tell
don't
"I
added:
he
seeking
Charles Goody, who is
4d veteran professional PanMcPhail at contract time." Melton and Ken Henderson's
his first victory since winning cho Segura will participate in Lee
Recalling his feeling in the game-tying double-and finally
the 1971 Masters.
an exhibition tennis match July
as he stepped to Eddie Leon's game-winning
Only one stroke behind at 138 19 for the benefit of Boston's eighth inning,
said: "I ex- single off Eddie Watt that gave
Murcer
plate.
the
were 14 golfers, including Sportsmen's Club.
busted the last Wilbur Wood his 17th victory
George Archer, Lou Graham
The exhibition is set for the pected to be
who hits a couple
and first-round leader and for- Longwood Cricket Club and will time. Anyone
expects to be
In the National League, It
mer Robinson winner Labron precede the afternoon play of of home runs
-7iiis San Francisco 5, PittsHarris.
the 10th annual U.S. Profes- busted."
burgh 2; Los Angeles 5, ChiRangers 4, Red Sox 1
The other first-round leaders sional championships at LongJim Fregosi, in his first start cago 0; St. Louis 5, San Diego
at 66, Australian David Gra- wood throughout the week.
for Texas since being traded by 3, Philadelphia 5, Houston 3,
ham and rookie Tom Kite, both
the New York Mets; had three and, in a pair of doubleheaders.
faded Graham had a second,
Trophy For Pete Rose
hits, including a homer, and Cincinnati 2, New York 1, then
round 73 to hang on at 139 with
added a sacrifice fly against New York 7, Cincinnati 5, and
11 others, including - Bobby
CINCINNATI(AP)- CincinMontreal 11, Atlanta 7, then AtNichols, former PGA cham- nati Reds outfielder Pete Rose Boston.
lanta 15, Montreal 6.
Indians 11, Twins 2
pion. Kite blew to a 74 to keep will receive a special trophy
Minnesota Pitcher Joe Deckcompany with nine players at .July 22 in recognition of his
er threw the ball all over the
140.
2,000th career hit earlier this
place, contributing to the InThe cutoff for the final 36 season.
dians' victory. He walked seven
holes was 143, only one over
Rose became baseball's 128th
par. That in itself shows how player to hit 2,000 June 19 at Cleveland batters, hit another
much par was held in dis- San Francisco. He'll receive one, uncorked a wild pitch and,
regard. Among those not mak- the ball he hit embedded in a in the middle of a four-run
third inning that locked the
ing the cut was 1973 Ryder Cup plastic cube.
member Homero Blancas.

Six Players Tied For
The Lead At Robinson
By CHARLES CHAMBERLAIN
Associated Press Sports Writer
ROBINSON, Ill. (API What PGA officials say is probably the greatest stampede for
a tournament championship on
record is taking place at the
$125,000 Shrine-Robinson Golf
Open.
Sixplayers entering today's
third round are tied for the
lead and an unbelievable 76
others are within six shots of it.
"In simple terms," said one
PGA official, "it means that
with two rounds to go, a total
of 82 players could win it. Ever

Cardinals Win, Hank
Aaron Hits His 697th

one night-Charlie Fox's youth
By FRED ROTHENBERG
Associated Press Sports Writer movement.
Pittsburgh wishes Friday had
It was too hot and muggy in
Atlanta to do any running, so been McCovey's day of rest. He
the Braves and Expos did a lot personally dismantled the Piof trotting-home run trotting. rates, slamming a two-run
Eight National League base- homer, his 15th and 399th of his
halLs exploded behind Atlanta's career, and a two-run triple.
Mets 1-7, Reds 2-5
walls and after six hours of
Jack Billingham fired a twobombing. the teams negotiated
hitter in the first game. outa Friday truce.
It was decided Montreal pitching Tom Seaver on his
would take the first game 11-7 way to victory No. 13, which
and Atlanta would come back matched his career high.
The Mets took the second
for the second 15-6.
By NOEL HUGHES
211, Brian Barnes and Neil
Elsewhere in the NL. Cincin- game on the strength of a fourAssociated Press Sports Writer Coles of Britain each had a 213
nati edged New York 2-1 in the run first and Clean Jones' first
TROON. Scotland ( AP) - and Lanny Wadiuns, another
game, then the Mets came homer since opening day, when
first
Tom Weiskopf and Johnny Mil- U.S. tourist, was at 214.
back for the second game 74; he had two.
ler may carve their feats into
MU 5, Astro' 3
Jack Nicklaus fell out of con- Philadelphia beat Houston 5434
the record books Saturday in
boTio
5-3;
Diego
Twitchell
San
topped
Louis
Wayne
St.
1
a
while
Arnold
215
with
tention
their head-to-head clash for the
Los Angeles blanked Chicago 5- miming games by himself but
102nd British Open golf cham- Palmer, who set the British
Open record with a 276 the last 0 and San Francisco,defeated Friday night he had some
pionship.
help-solo homers by Bill Robthis classic was played at Pittsburgh 5-2.
time
The two golfers were locked
negothe
into
went
side
Each
inson and Denny Doyle and Del
1962,
Dea
218.
had
in
Troon
in what seemed like a two-man
tiations with obvious strengths Unser's three-run blast.
TreLee
champion
fending
hisand
coveted
the
for
charge
Dodgers 5, Chicago 0
and weaknesses. Montreal had
toric trophy over Troon's 7,064- vino's bid to win the open for
no startwith
John pitched his first
attack
Tommy
powerful
a
time
wavered
third
straight
the
yard layout along Scotland's
as he ballooned to a 721 after ing pitching. Atlanta had a shutout of the mama and Ferwet and windy West Coast.
oee bogeys in a string powerful attack with no relief iNson Jenkins laid hie lenth cattiur
*PRY 30-Yearreer gain'.
-Yes oti the back nine. pttching.
who
Ohio,
bus,
frosm
Cards 5, Padres 3
The offenses began slowly in
Miller took a two-stroke lead
won three U.S. events
the Expos
Luis Melendez hit a tie-breakecently, and Miller, the U.S. after Weiskopf double-bogeyed the first game,
a run in the ing double in the ninth inning
0pen champion, were only one the ninth. Weiskopf matched chipping away for
count- and came around to provide an
shot apart as they approached Miller's bird on the 11th, second while the Braves
insurance run in the Cardinals'
trimmed the lead to one with ered for two in the third.
the final round
Hen- _vietary:_
big
guns.
the
came
Then
on
the
13th
birdie
another
after
lead
the
held
Weiskopf
a two-run
• three rounds with a 10-under- where he pitched to 18 inches of ry Aaron slugged
season,
par 206 and Miller was nudging the cup and then pulled ahead homer. No. 24 of the
capping a five-run fifth
when he surged home
him with a 207.
"Just another number," said
Weiskopf missed the green on
i They maintained a furious
needs only 17
pace throughout the first three the next three holes but man- Aaron, who now
Babe
days and when they play today aged to par them and then more numbers to equal
total
career
714
Ruth's
one
slipped
when
ahead
stroke
the winner_ may need a record
American League
The Expos countered with
Miller bogeyed the 15th and
East
sixththe
in
weapon
big
their
)Bert Ycey in third with a 18th.
W. I. Pct. G.B.
Bob Bailey. After singles by
51 41 554 Mike Jorgensen and Ron Fairly New York
46 40 .535 2
and a walk to Ken Singleton, Boston
44 39 .530 262
Baltimore
Beginning Monday, July 16, 1973
Bailey unloaded his 18th homer
2
/
47 42 528 21
Detroit
of the year.
43 45 489 6
Bill Stoneman, who left in the Milwaukee
32 58 356 18
sixth, got the victory He was Cleveland
West
Will be in their new office at
aided by homers from Ken Sin51 39 .567
Oakland
gleton, Hal Breeden and Jim
49 44 .527 3%
City
Kansas
gift
Marshall
Lyttle. Mike
46 42 .523 4
THE HOURS ARE:
wrapped the victory with three Chicago
45 42 .517 4%
California
scoreless innings of relief.
Mon. thru Fri. 9 a.m. to 12:00-2 p.m. to 7 p.m
45 42 .517 4%
Minnesota
3
Pirates
5,
Giants
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12:00.
31
56 .356 18%
Texas
Willie McCovey was supposed

W.eiskopf Holding Slim
Edge Over Johnny Miller

Am

1

.I

Baseball
Standings

1

Emmert Chiropractic Center

903 Sycamore Street with New Hours

Phone 753-9909

to rest Friday night. He played
instead, and put to rest-for

This announcement is not an offer to sell or a solicitation
of an offerto-b0any of these securities.
- ular.
The offwingg made only by the Offering are
Jtme22,1973

NEWISSUE
29,916 SHARES

COMMON STOCK
(without par value

-

PRICE $12.50 PER SHARE

Copies of the Offering Circular may be
obtained from the Company at the address below.

.

Silicon Carbide Corporation of America, Inc.
Inaustrial Road
Murray, Kentucky 42(J71
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Telephone 753-7196
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A lot more than gas.
Sure the Li'l Hustler
saves gas. The DatSun Pickup can squeeze around 25
miles out of a gallon-just
about twice/the national
average for passenger cars.
Other saving graces
But great gas mileage is
just one of Li'l Hustler's
saving graces. It costs less to

Saturday's Games
Kansas City (Busby 6-10) at
New York Medich 6-4)
Texas (Dunning 0-5) at Boston (Lee 11-3)
Cleveland (Tidrow 6-9) at
Minnesota (ICita3 9-8)
California (May 64) at Detroit (Coleman 13-8)
Oakland (Hamilton 5-2) at
Milwaukee ( Colborn 11-5 ), N
Baltimore (Palmer 8-6) at
Chicago (Bahnsen 11-8),.N
National League
East
W. U. Per
50 39 .582 Chicago
45 42 .517 4
St. Louis
2
1
42 44 .488 6/
Montreal
40 45 .471 8
Pittsburgh
2
/
Philadelphia 40 41 .455 91
37 48 435 11
New York
West
Los Angeles 57 34 .626 San Francisco 51 40 .560 6
50 40 .556 6''2
Cincinnati
49 45 .521 91
2
/
Houston
42 51 .452 16
Atlanta
31 58 .34825
San Diego
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh Moose 6-8 or Booker 2-2) at San Francisco
IBryant 13-6)
New York (Stone 5-4) at Cincinnati Hall 5-4), N
Montreal (Moore 4-9) at Atlanta ( Reed 4-11), N
Houston ( Reu...4.4' 11-6) at
,N
Cer%tan
Chicago (Hooton 8-7) at Los
.thgeles (Osteen 10-5), N
St. Louis (Cleveland 9-5) nt
San Diego (Jones 2-2), N

buy than ordinary
pickups, too.
Ifs- a sip.plq
Machine with
low maintenance
and minimum downtime.
One more thing. Thanks
to Datsun's computerized
parts distribution system and
our nationwide network of
nearly 1,000 dealers from
_coast to coast,
you won't be
let down
when
yousza
hung
up
with a
problem.
America's No.1
That's whafthe Li'l Hustler
is.all about: good,sound
savings.The kind wehad in
iind-Villen'We Introduced
America to the small
truck back in 1959.
The kind that
have Made Datsun America's
. number one selling
small truck.

Nissan with.Pride

1200 Sport(

240-7
re vv e
:
wsr nDm
aa
tsnut s
oap
:
LETIN:
itsl
The government's Environmental Protection Agency
has run fuel economy.tests on oil cors sold in the U:5.4
The Dotsun '1200 come out on top, delivering better
gos mileage than any other cor .sold
America!
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Pickup

Look in the section
your birthday comes
what your outlook is,
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some upsets indica
you'll take them in
maintain an even d
day's accomplistuner
exceed your expecte(
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A good day for pie
week's program. Be
astute in mapping c
requirements. You
faced with anus I

expense.

GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
One of the few c
mixing business an
WILL pay off. In fat
make an importanl
contact at a social
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
A ticklish family pi
now be solved - IF
force issues. A bi
natural charm
suasiveness will do
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friends. Some folks
out of turn now and n
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•'in the family."
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( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
Fine Mercury Intl
ready to act when
nity of worth aps
make friends eat
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Sept. 2A to Oct 231
Some difficulties p
you can avoid most
keep away from exc
who leave you e.
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tertainment. By
you'd regret it. Oti
should go well.
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
411
14
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 2e)
Some upsets indicated but, if
you'll take them in stride and
maintain an even disposition,
day's accomplishments will far
exceed your expectations.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
A good day for planning next
week's program. Be especially
astute in mapping out budget
requirements. You may be
faced with some unforeseen
expense.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
One of the few days when
[nixing business and pleasure
WILL pay off. In fact, you may
make an important business
contact at a social gathering.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
A ticklish family problem can
now be solved — IF you don't
force issues. A bit of your
natural charm and persuasiveness will do the trick.

et)

ifticg

SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You now have a chance to
create a truly great impression
of yourself. Don't lose out by
flouting convention or otherwise
being indiscreet

Look in the section in which
your birthday corr es and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Favorable aspects stimulate
CAPRICORN
originality and some chance.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id
If intuition strongly dictates, taking — W reasonable. Don't
now's the time to start making go out on the proverbial limb
concrete plans for that new and DO avoid extremism.
venture. Don't launch until mid- TAURUS
week, however.
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ei€17
Make your schedule a flexible
AQUARIUS
=1g
one. There are possibilities of
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
complications changes and variations in
Unexpected
change in certain situations — all
sudden
for
a
may call
promising to be beneficial.
travel plans. Don't fret. Trip, as
arranged, could have been GEMINI
(May 72 to June 21)
disappointing.
Excellent
Mercury inPISCES
fluences. Especially favored:
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
scientific pursuits, research,
Your intuition was right. A educational interests, outdoor
message from someone "in
activities, communications
know" confirms your ow
generally.
beliefs. Act promptly -on in- CANCER
formation received.
(June 22 to July 23) 19
You may encounter some
YOU BORN TODAY ar
natural differences of opinion,
feelings,
endowed with deep
so adjustments and comunusual sensitivity and
„promise will be in order. Don't
tremendous compassion
yield where matters of high
your fellowmen. More ou
pridtiple are at stake, however.
than most persons born
LEO
your Sign, you could be a grea
July 24 to Aug. 23)
(
success in public life; could
Much competition in store.
excel in the theater. You
You should revel in most of the
less conventional than mos challenges offered. A fine day
Cancerians, more v
for capitalizing on your gifts of
and have greater qualities
salesmanship and showmanleadership. Also, you hay - ship.
decided artistic talents and, " VIRGO
OP
you do not choose one of the
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
‘
It•
as a career, should embrace
A somewhat average day, yet
as a hobby. In the •
you may accomplish more than
world, you could go far as
you anticipate. Much depends
manufacturer; in professi
upon what you take for granted
exce
make
an
would
areas,
and what you initiate yourself.
lawyer, physician or diplomat LIBRA
Birthdate of: Rembrandt, (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Air&
Dutch painter; Henry (Car
Some intrigue encountered in
dinal) Cushing, clergyman.
• • •

( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Don't discuss financial or
problems with
domestic
-- friends. Some folks are talking
- Out of turn now and may pass on
Information you'd rather keep
-in the family."
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Fine Mercury influences. Be
ready to act when an opportunity of worth appears. You
make friends easily should
turn this gift to advantage.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Some difficulties possible, but
you can avoid most if you will
keep away from excitable folks
who leave you emotionally
drained. Spend time pursuing a
hobby that's fun.
SCORPIO
*
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) litf
Don't let friends persuade you
to spend too much on entertainment. By mid-week,
you'd regret it. Otherwise, all
should go well.
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occupational circles. YOU
remain discreet and keep involvement to a minimum.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
You usually like to solve your
own problems, but don't arbitrarily reject another's idea.

IkeV

It may be more practical than
your own.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
This day should bring new
zest into your life. Both personal.
and business matters governed
by generous influences. Do
make the most of it!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vita
Activities speed up now —
especially in the early afternoon. Particularly favored:
financial transactions, dealings
in real estate.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A new work assignment may
seem difficult to carry out, but a
comprehensive discussion with
close associates will produce
useful ideas, guidance.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20-) XC
Your innate intuition at a
peak. Good ideas will come like
a "bolt from the blue.” Act on
them immediately.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
happy, warm-hearted individual, intellectual in your
leanings, and endowed with a
great love of heritage and
tradition. You have a deep
interest in people, places and
events and would make an
excellent journalist or news
commentator. You also have an
affinity for nature and the
outdoors and could become an
outstanding agriculturist. You
tend to be more restless than
most Cancerians and this trait
could lead you to travel and
-exploration — if you use it
constructively. A mere scattering of energies through want
of change, however, could
hinder success.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. WI -Sixty-seven per cent of Ree•
tucky's service stations will be
operating under normal conditions this week, although motorists traveling in Kentucky
may notice a slight decrease in
the amount of gas available.
The latest weekly survey by
the Louisville and Bluegrass
Automobile Clubs indicates that
only 18 per cent of stations
along the state's major high-,
ways will be closing nights and
Sundays. Eleven per cent
planned to limit hours, and 4
per cent were limiting sales to
10 gallons per customer.
The automobile clubs said
most gasoline station operators
expected conditions to remain
the same or improve slightly
and noted some improvement
along the Pennyrile Parkway,
where three stations that previously closed Sundays are now
remaining open.
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YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For a persons' 110Pag•
forecast on health, veee)th. Ova and
marriage. send SI 00 Plus 25 cents in
coin for pastime and handing to
.lignsalee gook Department, Son
Ors MINA Station. New York, N.Y.
MIL !Mentioning this newspaper.
ADORESS wife
Print your
ltObOur
210.011DATEOFEIRTH
NAME.
you get the right forecast for yourfi
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Midway College Academic
Dean, Dr. Walter E. Watson has
announced the creation of a new
scholarship
fund
for
academically gifted students.
The fund, the Midway College
Trustees Scholarship, will be
offered during the fall semester
of each year in the amount of
$200.00 qualifying student for
the school year and during the
spring semester in.theamount
of 8100 per qualifying student.
Trustee's Scholarships will go
to any freshman student who
has maintained- a
Grade Point Average of 3.7 in
high school work. The
scholarships are renewable for
the sophomore year to students
inaintainging the '7 G P
during their freshman year at
Midway.
Students interested in applying for the scholarship
should contact: Mrs. Jane E.
McDaniel, Director of Admissions, Midway College,
Midway, Kentucky 40347 or call
606-846-4421. ThLs is the second
new academic scholarship fund
announced since the school year
closed, as a special scholarship
for Music Students was initiated
4n-snid June,

Hospital Report
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DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are second-timearounders. I have never seen such stability and tranquility
In a marriage.
There is only one problem: I am bored stiff! When we
dated, be took me out to dinner and to movies, and we had
a great time, but now all he thinks of is work.
I carry his dinner to his office so he can work straight
thru. He eats in five minutes, thanks me, and goes back to
work. When he comes home, it's bedtime, and he is too
tired for anything but sleep.
He works all weekend. We NEVER go out for dinner or
to a movie anymore. He nye it's too expensive, which is
ridiculous because we can certainly afford it
His health is fine. (He had the company doctor examine
him, that way he didn't have to pay the bill.]
I am young and pretty and full of life, but I am lonely.
He says if I want to see a movie I should go without him,
but it's no fun going alone.
I can just see myself ten years from now getting a
FRUSTRATED
divorce_ Can you help me?
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Fill in that communication gap
He's using his "work" as an exwith some straight
cuse to isolate himself. Insist on counseling. And U be
ducks that, you go alone. Your frustrations could lead to
something worse than boredom.
DEAR ABBY: Over the years, my sister, who lives in
another state, has been writing me letters that are filled
with nothing but her illnesses, the deaths at her friends
(whom I don't even know) and any gossip about the family
that is bad She even rehashes the world situation, dwelling
on the doom and gloom. After reading one of her
letters I
am so depressed I just sit and cry. I have written to her,
asking bar-to-please quit sending me-suelt depressing letters, but It bawl helped.
I don't want to sever our relationship completely, but I
don't know how else to deal with her. I never write depressing letters to anyone. I am a happy-go-lucky person by
nature, but could spread plenty of gloom if I wanted to.
I have tried not answering her letters, but she doesn't
need a letter to answer. She writes once a week regardless.
Ilene tell me_ what to do.
_AN_MIER DAY RUINED

talk.

CONFIDENTIAL TO THOSE WHO WROTE TO THE
EUTHANASIA COUNCIL FOR COPIES OF "A LIVING
WIEL": If you have not beard from them, please, please be
patient. They have been inundated with requests for copies.
Thirty thousand additional wills were printed, which were
gone in • few days. In order to handle the mall, extra help
was called in. Finally, they had to move to larger headquarters. An estimated 100,000 wills have been sent out to
date.

ATTENTION

DAIRYMEN

Nutrena "Instantized"

MILK REPLACER
has it all
MIXAMILITY
PALATABILITY
V DIGESTIBILITY

;
Says.

with Metal Cleats

•
•
•

DEAR FALSE: Don't wait until you get to that point.
Just before you think he might find out himself, give him a
little warning.

DEAR ABBY: A reader thought it would look "ridiculous" for a 47-year-old father to be best man at his son's
wedding when the bride had selected a 21-year-old girl to
be her maid of honor.
I wonder what that reader would have thought of this
situation: When I was 14 years old, I was asked to be the
godmother for my new-born cousin. The godfather was my
70-year-old grandfather.
DAVID'S GODMOTHER

Buritingilatit
lattg,Ith.

Baseball &
Softball

GLOVES
Retail
1A Off .l

DEAR ABBY: A woman wrote and asked you if you
knew where she could buy a false fanny and you replied,
"Send Inc your name and address and a stamped, addressed envelope and I will let you know."
Well, I wasn't the person who wrote 'about it, but I sent
my name and address and a stamped envelope making the
same request, and you told me where I could order one.
Well, it came and I want to thank you, Abby. My
clothes look a lot better on me, but here is my problem:
Should I tell a guy [not as soon as I meet him, but after we
get to know each other better) that I have a false fanny? I
don't think it's fair to wear something fake without being
honest about it. I mean, one day we might get to the point
where he'll find out himself.
How should I handle this?
FALSE FANNY

DEAR RUINED: U you want to let your sister know
you mesa busbies., return her letters UNOPENED. She
may be hurt and shocked, bet I promise you, she'll not
write many mere depressing letters after thaL

July 9, 1973
ADULTS 104
NURSERY 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Teresa Gay Cavitt and
Baby Boy, 818 Curtis, Paris,
Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Velda May Warren.
Route I, Kirksey, Ronnie Comer
hicColgan, Big Sandy, Tenn.,
Hunter McRae Hancock, 1107
Elm., Murray, Mrs. Velda May
Fitch, Route 9, Paducah, Mrs.
Yvonne V. Catlett and Baby
Girl, 509 South Ind St, Murray,
Richard Eiirr Edierds; -1307
Vine, Murray,- Toy Rill
Williams, 751 Riley Cts.,
Murray;"Mrs. Mary
Jones,_1654 Calloway, Murray,
Elihu Cain, Sr., Route
5, Murray. -

ONE GROUP OF

SUITS

ONE GROUP OF

SLACKS

ONE GROUP OF

$5
MI others I/2 PRICE

SHOES
4
1 PRICE

Murray.Kentucky

.
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Rapt
Scotts G
WOrShiti Service
Evening worship

By JERRY ALLEN
Ever notice how dove season
can sneak up on you? Before
you know it the summer's over,
and it's time to start looking for
a dove field. And about then
comes squirrel, quail, rabbits,
ducks and well,there's plenty of
shooting to be done
That late summer lull can
catch us off guard sometimes.
Not only is that shotgun a little
dusty from hanging untouched
on the rack, you're likely to
find, on opening day of dove
Beason,that your shooting eye is
a little rusty, too.
Well, there's no better time
than now, about two months
before opening day, to start
thinking about it. If you want to
be reasonably sure your eye is
in shape, so that you can get
your share of hits when you
start shooting at those doves,
you'd better get in a little preseason practice.
The best way to do that is to
break a few clay targets.

fillet bass for their picnic
Members of the Murray Bass Club stand around to watch Hugh Massey
last Sunday.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

Matter of fact, if you know a
beginner, someone who's just
learning to shoot, clay birds are
an invaluable method of getting
established.
technique
Nowadays, game is scarce
enough that it's difficult if not
impossible for someone to learr
to be a good wingshot simply by
shooting at flying game. Wher
the chance to shoot game ii
available, you want to bh+eady
All you need is a box of clay
targets and a hand trap or
perhaps a portable target
thrower. Of course, you'll need
your gun, plenty of ammo and
some wide open spaces where
you can shoot without disturbing anyone. If you have no
place of your own, be sure to get
the owner's permission before
going on someone else's land.
There's one thing that must
be pointed out, be absolutely
certain that where you shoot is
not now,or will not in the future,
be used for hog grazing. Hogs
will eat clay targets, and the

Johnson

Phone 753-2571

Barkley State Park.
The local docks reports
fishing is slowing down.
Irvin Cobb
Charlie Scott says fishing is
fair with some bass being taken
and lots of stripes taken in the
jumps. Crappie are slow now
and deep, wtdIttbream nre still
good.
A.D. Kelly returned to the
dock with a load of stripes and
bass on hump hack rebel. Jim
Bloamfield took 32 crappie
deep. Pat Ross boated an 81 lb.
carp off the dock. A fresh willow
fly hatch brought things to life
recently while the foods still
great at the Cobb restaurant.
(-Wren SOrtligs
Jim Smith and Jerry Heron
took 15 bass and stripes the first
of last week while Bob Jackson
took a mess of stripes across
from the dock. Crappie are fair
base are slow, stripes are good
and sawger are deep.
KenLake
Everything is fair now but not
the best. Stripes are wild for the
,new willow fly hatch as they
occur each d!y,
Local fisherman Wifiey
Brines took a Ws pounds limiter
bow from would you believe, a

Eel works well at times.
When using the Scorpion.
cast to the very edge of the
cove or pocket and immediately start your retrieve. Try
it slowly and steadily at first.
The strike will be a light tat)
on the line and the hook
must be set quickly. If a slow,
steady retrieve doesn't work,,
try a slow pumping motion.
The strike comes as the lure
falls back.
A jig and eel cast into a
packet in_ the _ahoreline mai
get a fish. Cast the jIl an
eel against the bank and then
start the retrieve. Work the
lure back across the bottom

,

Remington -Federal
Hunting & Fishing
Winchester
licenses
Camping * Fishing * Archery
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment

Sinaing $
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Hazel Si
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Poplar Sr
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Grace Si
Morning Worships
Evening Worship
Bleed
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Kirlisay 9
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Memorial
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
New Mt Came

Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Flint Sp
Morning Worship'
Evening Worship
Cherry Ci
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
iii On
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Salem Si
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Sugar Ci
Morning worship
Evening worship
OWIPWS C
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Vernon's Boot
ar

40w Open In Our I
he Central Shoppin
Boots and Shoe

Boone

Dove Season To
Open September 1

THE CLEANE

Corve

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The 1973 dove hunting season

"BON

1415 Main Stre

CHEMICAL
CO. INC.

Duni

"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"

SA
A

753-1933

Motor
Cain &

rI

rtilizer

§Sturdy Duo-Craft
Complete -Beating Supplies

753-3734

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Hwy. 94E. Murray, Ky.

One of the Largest
Selections of Sporting Goods in West Ky.
for the Hunter or Fisherman
BE SURE TO ENTER OUR FISHING CONTEST!
•No Entry Fee! •Prizes Galore! ”.4.,

Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-6 Sunday

Ambessado

Triter Prescription Carefully & Accurately Filled

Drop by and look over our selection
of Fishing Tackle and Supplies
We carry the Wilson line
of Sporting Equipment for All Sports
If you're a hunter, ask about our
selection

TABERS
ODY SHOP, Inc.

John D. I

Hwy.

of guns

Grecii

753-4469
205 So. 5th
George Hodge, owner

1301 Chestnut

Mack & Mack
Boats of Your Choice
v Camping and Fishing Supplies

Motor Sales

Five Points
•

24 Hr. Wrecker Service —

Fenton 8 Hodge

Cain & Treys
-

Norths
Morning Worship
Evening ~ship

Uncle Jeffs SC

Jeep Puts
You There I

American Motors Dealer
806 Coldwater Road

Spring C
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Call Any Time

Outboard Mercury Dealer

_

First Bs
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

will open Sept. 1 and ruts
through Oct. III, with the secVirgil Ward, three-time world ond portion of the split season
and national freshwater fishing champion is seen weekly Dec. 1 through Dec. 9.
The Fish luxiWildlife RS_the_"Cba.npiavShip Fishing" TV series. Send your sources Department said Friquestions to Virgil Ward, P.O. day the daily bag limit will be
Box 6, Mankato, Minn. 56001.
12 doves with a possession limit
of 24 birds.

Sales
Service-Parts

WARD - ELKINS

HUNTERS-FISHERMEN:

salt water fishing.
As for lures, I suggest you
have top water plugs that represent bait fish plus a selection of jigs in your tackle box.
Try attaching a piece of pork
rind or shrimp to a Jig to
entice those salt water denizens even more.
Virgil Ward

HUTSON

FISHERMEN

Shells

Evening worship

§Dura Craft §Quachita §Alumicraft

MURRAY HOMEAL AUTO
Chestnut Street

West F

Morning Worship

FIS1111/

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN

Emmanuel M
Morning worship
EMMA& Worship

ETS

Sportsman's Notebook

Sportsman's Notebook is
short and sweet this week
fellows, due to the lag in fishing.
But again, however, some of the
died-in-the-wool bass fishermen
are catching bass late and
early. People like Jim Smith of
New Concord, Gary Marquardt
of Murray, Don Jones, Ken
Dean, Bob Lowe, Jerry McConnel, Bill Price, Joe Sills,
Neal Stubblefield, Bill McCuiston and many more local
fishermen too numerous to
mention that we see going
toward the lake.
Bill Price took some real nice
bass on Stike King baits just the
other day while Bob Alsup and
wife, Dana-, have been
night fishing for stripe bass and
catching 80 to 100 each round.
The Murray Bass Club held
*summer tournament Sunday
tied had a fish fry at lunch time.
The fish caught during the
morning fed the families of the
fishermen. At the days end
Hugh Massey had taken first
piece, Gary Marquardt second,
Jim King third, Lyle Underwood fourth and Gary
-Wilson fifth. Lyle Underwood
Hale
Bogard sad Sadie
Drane Shelly dips out the golden brow.fillets, whBe Peal "laggard, Dave
took the big beam at 4 pound and
coach him on.
2ounces. The next club function
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen
will be held August 11 out of

•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
•Fishing Equipment
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

and easy to carry. Hand traps well. Most are adjustable
can be tricky to throw,however, that you can vary the speed of
the
as
erratic.
well
as
be
target,
the
may
throws
and your
Of course, erratic throwing has direction of flight, as well as the
its value too; you won't know and sideways. And they save
where a wild bird is going, your throwing arm a lot of hard
work.
either.
Some portable traps have a
For the sake of getting your
up,
sharpened
anchor that screws into
ground
eye
shooting
however, especially in the case the soil, holding it down. Others
of beginners, the portable trap can be bolted to the spare tire of
is far better. Several light, your car. A string releases the
small, easily moved traps are catch, letting the bird fly, and it
avilable that will do the job is much easier to shoot by
yourself if you have to, holding
your gun in your left hand,
.
very slowly. If you are work
pulling the string, then
ing a bank with ledges, watch
your gun for the shot.
mounting
the
pull
you
as
for a strike
too, can be good
this,
While
it
as
and
ledge
each
off
lure
practice, it eliminates the
descends to the bottom.
When fishing a jig and eel
chance of your target operator
on a bright moonlit night. suprising you by letting the bird
wathe
cast to a ledge above
go at an unexpected instant.
ter and twitch the rod tip. A
though,
ckly .
starters,
For
k ae bcaan come
strike
bass has fallen for
Many
with beginners, the
especially
an easy
N what he thought wasthe
A
shooter may want to call for
lure
meal after hearing
WARD
each bird, so they'll know
By VIRGIL
splash in the water.
Reefs and shallow waters in
exactly when to expect the
NIGHT FISHING
the bays of a lake with a santarget to come out.
FOR MORE SPORT
dy and gravelly bottom are
More variation can be obgood places to find fish at
Night fishing, many experts night. Also, fish will swim
tained by positioning the
feel, is a greater challenge through the mouth of a clear
shooter at different angles from
than day fishing. The trick stream until dawn.
the trap, putting the trap on a
.
Is to know where the fishi
• • •
high bluff or old building
you're after looks for food .1- Dear Virgil,
ter dusk.
nearby, or anything else your
fishwater'
salt
a
beeft
I've
For example, you'll find
for many years. I usuImagination can produce.
bluegill, king of the panfish. erman
or go deep sea fishAnother important feaure of
along the dropoff shelves and ally wade
ing, but now I'd like to try
the portable target thrower is
weed thickets of a lake.
What's the best
spinning.
surf
So, when fishing for blueto surf fish and what's that most of them throw
gill at night, concentrate on time
best type of tackle?
doubles, and some can even put
water 2 to 10 feet deep along the
Norm Bryden
out three targets at a time,
the shelves and in the thickNeedham, Mass
ets. For more sport, use a fly
giving practice at hitting more
rod or ultralight spinning Dear Norm,
than
one at a time.
conis
Good surf fishing
PK
trolled by the tides. For best
Small results, fish the incoming tide
mouth bass
Positioning the shooter to one
since it brings fish and their
feed in shalfood closer to the shore. The side of the trap will give good
low or medipractice at crossing shots, and
best time to fish the incoming
um depths
tide is from dawn to early
during the
help to get your proper swing in
afternoon
arid
late
morning,
night and can
tune, and will be helpful in dove
on
midnight.
to
taken
be
Now the gear you'll need. hunting. Standing as close to the
either a castSurf spinning requires a ra- target as reasonable possible
ing or spinther long spinning rod, say
ning rig
will simulate the rise of a quail.
. about nine feet. Use light
Large If you choose, you can get
make
can
so
you
line
at
spinning
mouths
long casts. I prefer a 15- - several hunting companions
night go for'
pound test line to which I together, taking turns, as on a-,
surfac*.
--attach a short leader of 30- skeet or trap range, and keep
spinmonofilament.
test
pound
worms, natural bait or
getr.1 'Since fish move with the tides. score for friendly competition.
ners. During the summe
50 yards
say,
temperature
of
casts
short
You'll find that clay target
when water
close to 83 degrees, large- i can also be productive.
can be inexpensive and
shooting
mouths feed more and more I In addition to using a salt fun, something to keep your
at night, particularly in shal- I water spinning rod, be sure
your spinning reel is built for trigger finger limber between
low watzr.
Don't overlook coves and surf use—see that it has seasons, and will provide a
pockets of impoundments for . Plenty of line, and is pro- bonus in bigger game bags
largemouths. Best lures are tected against the corrosive
when the shooting for real
black or yellow Bass Buster effects of salt water. As a rule,
Scorpions %-ounce.The Bass- always rinse your gear with begins.
Buster Plbernttent'mg and -fresh water after you-re been

clay is poisonous to hogs. That
clay stays there for many,
many years, too.
It isn't impossible to get in
clay target practice by yourself,
but it Certainly makes it a lot
tougher. Get your hunting
norther vniir wife or your son to
join in the fun with you. Companionship adds to Inc
pleasure of any sport.
A hand trap is the least expensive way to get into clay
target shooting, and it's quick

753-3134

TOM
Steaks • Cho
Specials: Mon.,
Wed., Ground Si
No. 12th Ex

Ci
Insuranc
Hwy 641$. 1 Has

TAYLOR
MOTORS

LUI

SUP
0 on 5 a.m.

474-2344

Atirork-Ky

Labia*
--HBO Chest'

THF 1
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Baptist

Methodist

Scotts Greve
Worship Service
11.00 • m
Evening worship
7 30P m

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a m
1st
Sunday, 10 a.m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Sunday School
10 00
Worship Service
11:00
Soule Pleasant Grove
Morning Worship
10 CS a.m.
Evening Worship
7 00p m.
Geed Shepherd United
10:30•.M.
Sunday SCh001
9. 30a in.
Worship Service

Emmanuel Missionary,
Morning Worship
11• m
Evening Worship
630p rri
West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Lasse Oita Prinfue
101. Sunday
3:00 PJA.
lird Sunday
10:30 A.M.

11•.m
6:30p.m,

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45a rn
Evening Worship
6:30p.rn

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Church Of Christ

Patth Baptist
Morning Worship
11 A.M.
Evening WerlihiP
6:30 P.M.

11..M
7p m

Grew, Plata
Morning Worship
to 43a in
Evening Worship
7p in

Morning
Evening Worship

Alma Heights
Morning worShip
114.m.
Evening worship
7:3015 m.
Visited. 3111 trvaa Ave.
Sunday Scheel
11150.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
United. New Cancard
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11• m 7 p rn.
Calvary Temple
Sunday Scheel
10•in
Worship Services
?lam,/ 30
pin
First Assembly Of Gee

10 45a m
7p m.

Bleed River
Morning Worship
11• M.
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m.
Kiresey baptist
Morning Worship
11a.m.
Evening Worship
730pm
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
to 50a m
Evening Worship
7.00 p m

C/SvrCn School
WOrSPii0 ServiCe

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11.00a m
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m

H

ow far can you see? When you look,

to see something with the eye. ActuAlly,

what is not seeable to the eye.. a mental
view or image. True, the eyes deliver 87% of all
impressions to the brain. But vision mearu

meaning than 20-20 vision of the eye.
Do you have vision? Have you seen God

May we have true vision.

St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 30 a.m
Morning Worship
9-.30•.m

606 5.4th

" -

Not God

...

--.,

.

-,
--...,..

, .....
753-7912

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
Automatic Transmission Service.
End Alignment-Comolete Tune-up 4 Repair Service-

•Front

Highway 641 North

7534025

Ph. 474-2211 Est_ 171

Ph, 753-3037

Ambassador Mornet, Mat4dor-Gremlin-Jeep

Serving Murray State University
1413 Olive Blvd

Phone 753-6448

Ph. M-1571, Murray

r

6,"&t.4;a RestaurantFAMOUS Mut ottaNIMIS
On Hwy. SS at Aurora „
Phone 4M-21n
-

Ph. 642-4624, Paris

Moore
'
7
MO Main

753-7334

Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service
Hwy. I41 North

IP

Open Sundays
Phone 733-2700

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales-Service•Parts
Complete Boating Supplies
94
E.
At
Murray
Bait
Co.
pailtHEph 7s3-30.0
*

Member FDIC

-

Hwy.94-1 Mi. E. Murray , Ph. 753-6445

ES Main
7S3-3231

Sales and Service

,
.
_

Ridential
es
• Commercial Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buving - Selling- Leasing

MEMBER F.T.D.
SO2 N 4th St.

753-3251

5111 W. Main

Jones Brothers- _ Hutson-Chemical Co. , Inc.
Body Shop
._.,

BER T, ALTON AND NED JONES'

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"
._
--

IBODY

REPAIRING
COMPLETE AUTO
Insurance claim work. Free estimates.
Ph. 753-7150
Hwy 641S. (Hazel Hwy.)

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-1933

SALES . SERVICE a RENTALS

. ..,_

'

-

....

LUBIE & REBAS
- -.- - ' ,

Lubie & Reba Patrosk011ers .
-1.100 Chestnut StreerPhone 751-8481

Typewriters
Catoslators
its So. 4th

PIZZA - SPAGHETTI

Paschall Truck Lines

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales & Service
Repairs A Installation-Gas 8. Sewer
501 N 4th

RI 4

COMPLIMENTS

Jo. Morris & Sons
Mobile Homes
Murray. Ky

12th 5 Chestnut

.. '

753 1717

Murray, l(y,
. .._

Phone_11141A1

Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 7 P M. - PH 753-5334
Hogs bought daily

Ph 753 9636
Benton. Ky

WM. E. DODSON, OWNER

Roses
SIWVOSPent & Supplies
All Types Of Bird Houses

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co..

M.

,.

1
n..'
500 94 4th

BUILDING BLOCKS &READY MIX CONCRETE
East Main Street
753-0944

Phone 7133-39111

_

Fern Terrace Lodge

Roberts Realty

Mrs. Mona Purdom.RN-Admin
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE .
SENIOR CITIZEN.'
Physician On Call At All Times 1505 Stadium View Drive
753.7101

REALTORS
RAY goeval,
HOTY ROBERTS
I MA_ SYTAMere
Phone 753-165110

Sales and Service

Air Shopping Center

Phon, 7 s3 5802

205 No. 4th Street

Phone 753-2997
.,

MACK & MACK
Sales and Service

(C.,p3--

ts
liai
Pacl
ut
am
.
p

Hendon..'s Service Station
- -

.
PtlitliPS

Authorized

FAST FREE HOT DELIVERY
S10, W. 1141sin

Nile 753- 3974

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric

Storey's Food Giant
Bel

Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
Fiberglass • Aluminum Boat Repairs
. ''''"-- '''" - - - - West End El/linen, Ferry-Hwy 611
75).1163 .
Aurora
Ph 474 7344

Adding Machines and

Ward-Elkins.

COMPLIMENTS

25 Cent Deiivery on All Orders

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies .

Wells Electric

Pnone 753-7724

Trenholm's Drive-In
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

Phone 753-4220

OA. .

-Real Estate Agency

"6„•

7S3-23S$

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.'

Call in Orders 753-7101

•:
:
7.̀
.
.,:t,- .. ..Shirloy Gordon Center
-t, .
Verjeties of

. -Guy Spann

.

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Fri)

Sycamore at 12th

753-3734

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
Central Shopping Center
753 7175

Shirley Florist

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

Murray's Only Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Complete Repair Service On All Makes

Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
Holmes Ellis, Mgr_
E.W. Outland, Supt.

Try Our Delicious Beefilshel Ham Sandwiches

4'
i

Chestnut St.
753-1215

753.30M

• GRAIN DIVISION
"IT'S FINGER LICKIN GOOD-

....•17.4116

--,,,----

---

Grecian Steak House
Steaks - Chops • Seafoon Plates • Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin • Thurs.. Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. till - Call In Orders to 751 4419

So. 12th & Story
753-6655

-- =---

Kentiwkil Fria ekigkei

riliitille

ROSES .

"THE EXiRAORDINARY BANK"

. SERVICE

-

OrteresiNL__

-

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
753-1372
4th at Poplar

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marin.

John D. Grogan Mobilo Homes „Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

,

nuJ

Claude Vaughn

A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads • Meats

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
A
Benjamin

gae,g

SUPER BURGER...--

Phone 7534831
SOS ColdinlIfer Rd.

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Murray,Ky

South 2nd St ,

Wallace's
Book Store

BOOKS"

Cars

,

Your Complete Tire Service Center '
FIN Passenger Truck & Farm Twee

AIR CONDITIONING

2 Mi. From 5 Points on N. leth E st

"BIBLES 8.
RELIGIOUS

Rudy Lovett Distributing
CMotrs
Co., Inc.
Distributing Guff Products
Tires-15afteries•Accessories
an

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

Phone 753 1319

Industrial Road

-Commercial-ResidentialOriginal Equipment Auto Glass
1707 Johnson Blvd.
753-7117

American

41013101411111

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

7111-11M

MASSEY•FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

lassitor-&-Erankhouser
Glass Company

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool

42
,11W

Ewing Tire Service

DIV

Stokes'TieCtOrIkTrnp intent-Or.
-- 1-600rMAW

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

PARK RENTAL

Phone 7534111

802 Chestnut

.1.W. WILHAM-MGR.

Ky Lake State Park

SALES

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

753-2900

SEATING - SHEET METAL

Ph. 7534209

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

Mayfield Hwy.

Rh at Chestnut

209 S. 7th

ken aim Nkiriticr-

Mayfield Hwy. 121

With Chre
oar
deo.
20stYer
ea
eo_
rsTEvaperience

JAS. D. CLOPTON

Complete

MIER
QUEEN

,

@CY:al:Pi

Five Points

- - - --. .

Five Points

Sholar's Auto Repair

-

-- Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

__,...

Mobile Home Courts

Tucker TV SeTii & Service
'Too 1 ..Z.---Alir" Dealer .'

Palace Cafe

Everybielcou Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way"
100 So. 1 Ith St.
7s3_391.4

Shady Oaks

753-2411

P1I. 753404

KillEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL
........

Phses

_

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Prayer Changes Us,

Lanes, Inc.
- -

-

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st.
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunnily:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. tat
Sunday-10•00 •.m. 2nd., 3rd.
4Th Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd.
Sunday: 11:00 •.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday Scheel 10:00•in. 1st, 3rd
I en Sunday: 11 -00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday

Wayman Chapel A.M.S.
Worship Services 11• in , 7p in

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"

r

Cole's Camp Ground
Worship Service
10 00a.m.
Dokter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 •.m.
ist & Ind Sundays, 11:00 a.m. .•
3rd & 4th Surto:My, 610 p.m.
lit 4. 3rd & 4115 Sunday

n om.

vision of sight, ol mind, and of soul

MR. 8. MRS. WM. A. JONES, OW111111tE

eo

ad.

II Lee Catholic Chord, Sunday Mass lam.fla
pm
Saturday Mess
6
Christian Science
Worship Service
Item
Jeekevek's Witnesses
10 30a M
watchtower
9 30• m
Bible Lecture

of His second corning? May we develop 20-20

P•ck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

THECLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

el`

tkishen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 pm 2nd & eth
Sundays
L yea Greve
Worship Service at It 45• m lit
IS 3rd Sundays. 11 •in 2nd 4.
Sunday

Svonth oay Adventist
10 00 a in
34404111 SCh001
1 30 a.rn
Worstiie Service

Boone's incorporated

Top Quality Used

10 50 a.m.

I Novianve1 Laffieran
9 1S• in
Sunday School
Morning Worsh,p
10 30a in

Open In Our New Location On Arcadia, Across from
he Central Shopping CenterBoots and Shoes For Any Activity Under
The Sun

ill

Russells Chapel United
10 a.rrt
Ii •in

the corner and all it stands fix? When you read
His Word can you anticipate all the glories

First Methodist
45610 50a mi

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day saints
Sunday School
44-10

lately? Have you visioned His church on

tow

141$ Main Street

Worship

1000a.m.
11001.m.

Other
Denominations

We know 20-20 vision of soul has deeper

10 a.m.
11 a.m

Shemin° ~ship
Sunday School

3 P-rn

seeing further than one can see with the eye.

10 00
11 00

Vernon's Boot & Shoe and Western Store
and Shoe Repair

•

Colchester
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Christian

Morning worship
II a in
Evening worship
7 IS p m
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11 00 AM
Evening worship
5 30PM

Corvette

Friendship
Sunday School
Worship
Morning

the deeper meaning of vision would be to perceive

Liberty Combertand
10 m
Sunday School
11•in
Worship Service
North Meson' Greve
10• in
Sunday School
11 a m
Worship Service
Oak Greve
10 a m
Sunday Scheel
Worship Services II a rn , 7 p m
Menne Messed
ha in
Morning Worship
7p.m
Evening Worship
First PresbYher lee
3/3• m
Church School
Worship Sere ice
10 45 • m

Stager Creek

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

what du you see? Vision means more than just

Presbyterian

Salem Leptis,
11 m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 15p in

K Wilsey United
Morning Worship
11 00a m
Evening Worship
7 00p in
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11:00 am 1St
2nd Sunday: 10.00 a m 3rd 4.4th
Sunday School 10.00 a m 1st &
2nd Sunday 11.00a m 3rd & 4th
Sunday
Tempi,sill United

Smote neater
Warship Service
1044.m.
Evening Service
&Priv
Neve Concord
10 50. in
Morning Service
Evening Worship
7pm
Mesa& Valley
11 am.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
afirts•

Pentecostal.
Grace *apt'.*

independence United
Sunday School
141a.m.•"
Worship Service
114.m.

Union Ofesr•
Morning Worship
to 50•in
6. Xlp.m.
Evening Worship

Murray Church
Sunday School
10a m
II a m
Worship Service
Locust Ofirro Chorea
ll• m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
79 in

Rotel Baptist
~mils;suprsn,p
11am
Evening Worship
7 30p m

Bethel United
1st Sunday
11 00a in
?nd & 4th Sunda yS
7 00p m
3rd Sunday
9 30. in

West Murray
Morning Worship
10 50a in
Evening Worship
ip in

Nazarene

Sinking Serino,
Morning Worsh ip
Item
Evening Worship
7 30p m

Brooks Chapel United
1st Sunday
7 00p in
2ncl Sunday
9 30 a in
11 00a in
3r0 & Ith Sundays

University
Morning Worship
'0 30a in
Evening Worship
6 009.m.

Locust Grove
Morning Worship
11 (lea M
Evening Worship
7 00p m
Chestnut Street General
10
00a
School
Sunday
II loam
Morning Worship

...•
113•799.5 --

West Kentucky Rural Electric .• -Carroll Tifeltervice
- - writ VICTOLPFetetteriktRE,
TIRE DEALER
MAYT041:-"7---..----- Co-Opera tilif9. Corps ----.--. .....
- ---.--:-Amowit-Rt1.-1-!Kf.AL
_
--- • - - ,
•
-t219t--0111118W2S3-14
--72B7-,01119119011r1EBIC
0.
-.1-03-011pie • ...
Phone 7713
Phone 753-50/2
_.
-

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS

66 ..

., ,

PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS

No.4111Street

Phone 753.1921
Bus 753 5597

. •

-1=111-.1044

016
'SERVS;

The BusonesarnanS Choice for Fine Pirating
Murray, Kr.
JO N. 4th
•
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Farm Bill To Be Altered
The Nixon administration's
(AP) - A
the cost of
tattered farm bill, bound for a forces maintained
by the Agriveto in its current form, has the bill as drafted
Democrats
been yanked off the House floor culture Committee's
its Republicans
by backers who hope to shape and most of
the multibilit more to the administration's was somewhere in
from
-anywhere
dollars
of
lions
again
it
trying
pleasure before
$12 billion up, for instance, in a
Monday.
with
Compromise efforts may in- new target price concept
clause.
escalator
an
bill's
the
in
cut
clude a sharp
Under the target price idea, a
lifespan from four years to just
farmer intwo or perhaps even one year, level of guaranteed
by pegging
set
be
would
come
ChairCommittee
Agriculture
bushel for
man W.R. Poage, 1)-Tex., said a target of $2.05 a
bushel for corn
after the House stopped voting wheat, $1.38 a
and 38 cents a pound for cotton.
on the bill Thursday.
The escalator would annually
AgWithout this bill, the 1970
reflect cost
riculture Act will die on Dec. 31 adjust the target to
changes in
and
production
of
fall
will
programs
and farm
back on old permanent laws crop yields.
As long as current relationthat stirred heavy criticism of
production
governmental policies toward ships between crop
continare
price
farm
and
cost
and
food
growers of America's
of some $3.5 bilfiber. Programs of food stamps ued, subsidies
would be elimifor millions of needy people, lion a year
drop, growers
prices
If
nated.
donaforeign
of
and projects
to make
payments
subsidy
get
tions and sales through foodbetween sales
for-peace activity, all due to ex- up differences
target.
pire, would be continued returns and the
When the administration fithrough this bill.
with bill
During three days of increas- nally came to terms
compromise to
a
on
handlers
divisharp
debate,
bitter
ingly
abolish the escalator yet keep
sions developed in the House.
worked out
A coalition with urban forces target price figures
the House
fell apart amid charge and by the committee,
it.
buy
to
refused
whether
over
counter-charge
Then, a Republican amendbig labor did or didn't support
year of target
this or that amendment. Long- ment allowing a
into a
moving
then
prices
resubsidy
of
time advocates
farm
of
phaseout
three-year
day
forms began carrying the
by the
with proposals to close what subsidies was shot down
they termed giant loopholes House.
more
Eventually, with
that benefit the wealthy at the
amendments stacking up,
expense of the taxpayer.
it! %N(

LET ME
5EE

Poage pleaded for a weekend to
seek a new compromise capable of surviving in Congress
and avoiding Nixon's veto. By
325 to 67, this rare maneuver to
suspend action in mid-bill was
approved by the House, under
protest from Rep. Wiley
Mayne, R-Iowa.
"We should stay with the job,
keep our hand on the plow,"
Mayne said. "Plow a straight
furrow and come out with a bill
which will be in the best interest of the farmer and consumer
alike."

I PRC*5E NOT lb LAUt5fi!

Job Market For Graduates
Show Improvement Over 1972

TN1S IS
OUR FIFTH
ANNIVERSARY!
it

YOU MEAN YOU'VE
BEEN IN BUSINESS
44.

)

;
1;11

61110
,
41

THE PHANTOM

Ledg

FOR RENT
. FOR RENT
for more %/Omen grads. viewed admit they have a
looking
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) LARGE BRICK ranch home,
Besides engineering, Jones tough time keeping in touch MOBILE HOME, 12'155', furThe job market for 1973 Kenthree bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
Located
60
Only
per
with
electric.
graduates.
except
nished
tucky college graduates hasn't reports that accounting, busi- cent of
wall to wall carpeting, drapes,
21,
class
recent
Trailer
Morehead's
near swimming pociL
matched early predictions, but ness administration and medi2 blocks from campus. At/
answered a job questionnaire, at Riviera Courts. Phone 753- 11
still shows sharp improvement cine have been the most promterms available to
tractive
J16C
Mrs.
Holt
said.
227l.
over last year, according to ising fields for UK grads and
who will manage six
couple
That may be cutting off a
placement directors at the appear to continue to be the
rental rooms in rear of building
best bets in the near future.
graduate's best friend in hunt- FURNISHED APARTMENT, air 1626 Hamilton. Phone 436state's universities.
Mrs. Carol Holt, placement ing for a job.
J17C
With tabulations of just how
conditioned, one bedroom. 5479.
boy. Phone 753single
well the graduates fared still director at Morehead State Unior
Couples
an
have
we'll
"Many times
J26C
being compiled, the directors versity. which graduates about
employer call us who wants to 3139 or 753-4064.
two
TRAILER,
HOUSE
say they're optimistic this 70 per cent of its students in know If any candidates are
the
blocks
teacher
says
Three
education,
10'x50'.
bedrooms,
conyear's class may be the most
That em- HOUSE TRAILER, air
market-though far from available," she says.
J16C from college on private lot.
Breakthrough in cement successful in the last three
appli- ditioned. Phone 753-6496.
100
have
may
ployer
rosy-shows some slight imAvailable immediately. Ffhone
shipment
years.
cations in his own file, but he
Alaska
J16C
FAIRBANKS,
753-7833.
MUSIC
At Western Kentucky Univer- provement over a year ago.
them.
of
can't possibly call all
working
IL Pit -Technicians
Most Kentucky school disLee
director
placement
sity,
Repair.
VIAND TUNING and
Time is an important factor.
an oil exploration on Alaska's
D one or
Robertson said that even tricts are holding back on their
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered NEATLY FURNISHE
north slope have come up with a
to
us
how
writes
know
graduate
Carthey
until
a
hiring
"If
no
significant
though there was
unique way for transferring
Piano Technician two bedroom apartment.
craftsman
May
much federal funding will be keep him in mind, he may get
conditioned.
air
and
peted
tons of cement from one increase in the number of
TFC
Guild,
location to another.
campus recruiters, the ones available, Mrs. Holt says, so that job before anyone else,"
be seen at Kelly's Pest Control,
conThe powdered cement is
teaching
the
bulk
of
the
she
added.
more
who did come brought
TUNING-Repaii located 100 South 13th Street.J14C
PIANO
Woe n from tanks on the ground jobs with them.
tracts won't be signed until
Prompt expert
Placement directors agree rebuilding.
through hoses connected into
next month. If it weren't for
placeassistant
Jones,
Harry
that projecting exactly what service. 15 years experience. TRAILER SPACE. Opening new
similar tanks fitted inside huge
University this threat, Mrs. Holt says services will be in greatest de- Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W.
cargo compartments of L-100- ment director at the
2 miles east of
1
trailer court 2/
of Kentucky, says he's noticed Morehead education grads mand four years from now re- Dyer, Murray,Kentucky,. Phone
200 Hercules aircraft.
94. Phone
Highway
on
Murray
l'he cement is off-loaded in
TFC
a "distinct improvement" over ! would be in good shape.
quires nothing short of a crys- 753-8911
..114C
753-2377.
oppormanner, without
the
job
of
the sante
half
About
engiin
last year, particularly
tal ball. But a student can arm
breakage or waste. Halliburton
come
have
teachers
for
tunities
WANT TO BUY
himself with enough informaServices at Fairbanks says it
Jones says 11K never had a from outside Kentucky, causing tion about his interests and laFURNISHED APARTMENTS,
takes just 13 minutes to load
serious problem in placing its some problem for students who bor trends to make at least an WANT TO BUY used furniture, living room, kitchen, bathroom
and off-load each shipment of
Graduates
here.
stay
to
appliances.
want
any condition, no
engineers even when the mar39A0(N) pounds.
educated guess.
and shower and bath. One or two
July 23C
Phone 753-8378.
ket was at its worst in 1971. Yet hoping to find positions in the
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartMrs. Holt advises graduates
company recruiting this year most crowded areas-English,
ments, South 16th Street, 753cachoosing
in
flexible
be
to
and
elementary
Under Texas law, children
studies
social
reached a level comparable to
July 26C
6609.
predict
can
one
no
since
attending kindergartens or day
to
reers
WANT TO BUY one used temthe mid-60s when firms went education-should be willing
care renters must be immunized
30
porary electric service pole.
go where the jobs are. Florida what jobs will be in demand
begging after graduates.
for men,
against whooping cough, polio,
area. SLEEPING ROOMS
Shores
Lakeway
Only this time it carried the and New Jersey in particular years from now.
diptheria, rubella, measles and
entrance, air
private
furnished,
Wilbert
Reasonable price. Write
recent advantage of companies recruited quite a few Kentucky
tetanus.
or.
"A person today may have to Yakel, 716 Groan
Lane, conditioned, refrigerat
teachers this year, she says.
in
once
Apartments, South
than
jobs
more
change
Schaumburg, Illinois, 60172, 312- Zimmerman
"Fantastically good" opporJuly 26C
his lifetime and anything he 894-1920.
7-Pe
J16C 16th. Phone 753-6609.
tunities remain in industrial
f3RACES
be good
will
does
college
after
arts education, Mrs. Holt noted,
" she says.
adding that Morehead received experience,
BUSINESS BUILDING. Phone
jobs
teaching
WANTED TO RENT
word of about 300
J17C
753-1509 or 753-1513.
in that field for its nine graduto
Murray
MOVING
DOCTOR
ates in that area.
August 15, wants to rent or lease
Western's Robertson says
.••••
three bedroom, two bath home
FOR
openhe's also noticed frequent
for one year. Prefer fenced back
eau
ings in industrial education
yard. No children. Reply to P.O.
RENT
KY.-Dr. Box 87, Murray.
along with a need for mathGEORGETOWN,
J16C
ematics teachers.
Clyde T. Francisco, John R.
toarge fwildmill house, ate
Idiektrama adage,for
Special education remains a -Sanitief, Professor of Old
PEST CONTROL
11-415 IS T(-(E LIFT-64 DAY 4:1
girls. Has da bedrooms,
good market, but is beginning Testament Interpretation at
WE'VE BEEN SERVING TWAT
Baptist FOR THE best in pest control
The
three baths, and
Southern
to dive up, Mrs. Holt says.
SAME CORNED BEEF HASN
Seminary, service and termite
al
kitchens. Phone M1ll.
control call
The graduate who faces the Theologic
be one of the Superior Exterminating Comwill
Louisville,
days sr 753-5108 after di
to
toughest job hunt continues
at the Pastors' In- pany,753-7266.
P.M.
f
TFC
be the liberal arts major, ac- lecturers
--L-stitute Aug. 6-10 at Georgetown
V
cording to the University of
College.
FOR SALE'OR RENT
director
placement
Louisville's
and
FURNISHED HOUSE
P. C. Sprawls. Students who
Dr. Francisco will lecture
study English or sociologyurith-. each-morning on the Book of NICE MOBILE Homes for rent apartments. Near university.
also for sale. Sizes 10'x55'. Phone Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
out obtaining teaching creden- Genesis.
1;;Tm
July
Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669
753-1551 and ask for Mrs
tials learn a lot about the world
JI4C 24C
He is best known for his Dill.
except how to make a living, he
ability to make the Old
1-14
says.
TWO BEDROOM brick home,
Sprawls says in many cases Testament relevant to modern
carpet, drapes, built-in oven and
these students really don't living. He has lectured in
range. Attached garage and city
know what type of job they're churches and before ministers'
water. Nice country home with
looking for and as a result, groups in many sections of
BURN
well.
our-oR
CONE
come arr
YOUR. HOUSE
garden for couple only. Located 9
they never find it. Many of America.
WE WANT
YOU
miles north of Murray on Highthem wind up in sales which
Dr. Francisco is writing a
way 641. $135.00 a month. Phone
takes advantage of a general
commentary on Genesis for the
he added.
436-5479.
education,
"TBroadman Bible Commentary
a
All placement directors interFOUR BEDTWOM brick h9m64
gas furnace, $110.00 per month.
4890 Sharp Street. Phone 901-232J24C
1188. No students.

It
(

BLONDIE

Ti
-'

BEATLE BAILEY
WOILE TPE NEWS THAT
FTRACK
GENERAL
14ERE TO
CANoT
LECTURE
GrVE
TAgE5 EFFECT

Dr. Francisco To
Lecture At Meeting

Baker ReportedTo Have
Raised Campaign Funds Sell
From Undisclosed Source Household

FURNISHED APARTMENT,
very nice. One bedroom, lots of
cabinets, two big closets, all
electric. Adjacent to M.S.U.
campus. Couples only. Phone 7533805.
J14C

TWO BEDROOM furnished
over
- WASHINGTON (AP)- Sen. tions and expenditures
at.' Goods
apartment, carpeted, air con•
Howard H. Baker Jr., vice $100 made after that date by
ditioned, couples or teachers
or
office
federal
for
candidate
WaterSenate
the
of
chairman
.114('
only. Phone 753-2898.
committee.
political
a
by
$185,000
gate committee, raised
from undisclosed sources last
The $1857000 was about one-4-'
As.vret to Yele,4.ya Pla2/0
year to finance part of his re- fifth of the total $1.1 million
--e•
election campaign.
reported
OMODU
OUGUO
Baker eventually
3 Number
NCOORO ONDBOO
ACROSS
prisuccessful
his
in
spending
Tennessee
the
so,
4 Prefers
In doing
MON
OK UOOM
camWOG &MEM OOM
measure
1 Evaluates
Republican violated no laws mary and general election
ON
NOOMM
six:MONO
second.
a
He
won
5
Contrnued
since full disclosure was not re- paigns.
ONOMM NOHOUNO
stories
• cable(
1972.
7;
April
until
MOON KRUM
quired
11 Goddess of the
13 Sheets of glass
JU'd AL 4.-Add
e
WILIOOORM OCIONM
7 Academic sub'noon
Because Baker was the only
Yeartenn
Mew&
imam
rxrrre.e.
MU MOOR WOOO
Baker is the only member of Member of the seven-man Wa- 12 Macaws
rects
100C4 MONOU ROO
14 &floor,
8 Ethiopian title
the investigating committee, tergate_ committee up for re- 15
MOO NO
MORO
Rages
9 Negative prefix
appointed earlier this year. who election last year. he was the 17 AtTy 0111Cer
NEIOUOU HONORE
10 Tavern
MOOD MIAOW
11 Hebrew festival
was up for -re-election in 1972.
only one required to file a pub41P004.1414.411....
13
Noise')
18
Packs
.,YES-•AN A LOT OF SEAS
(
away
The disclosure timetable also lic campaign accounting under 19 Neaps
SUFFER FROM
_18 Charity
20 Cry of clove
enabled the Committee to Re- the new law.
21 Spaniel article 19 Topmost
29 Evergreen VIR
39 Os of
the President, whose • )
Dow,
04,
-30 Plane
Celebes
A portion of the $1&,N10-was 22 JunPkwes
now
are
under
practices
23 Forene.si
20 Crawled
raising
31 Seed coat of
• d Neckpiece
based
a
by
raised
WashingtonTrapp;
24
22
mends
cereal grain
investigation by the Watergate
*7 Amer of ship
for money
32 All
committee called D.C. Friends 28 Secluded
asaJWAX__ rik)
*a.
a...
committee, to raise campaign
44 member of
141E4
33 Domain
23 Ammons
of Howard Baker, which spon- . valleys
27 An/liwed arms! 2parigar
38 SlimeParliament
funds from anonymous donors.
sored a fund-raising affair
labbr 1
(pi
28 Carnistain
38 Hiving from
Through a spokesman. Baker sometime in January or Febru- 28 Nand*
2E1 factiodeas
CoIlepepefree
_
pose
29 Tresses
Panes
character
said the matter would not
fabbr
ary. 1972.
31 Scorch
any difficulty or potential conNone of Baker's public rewords
flict for him during the itiveeti- ports mentioned the committee. 34 Goddess of
discord
gation. The aide, J. Hugh Bran- which went out of business pri35 Nods firmly
son. and on our part there or to ipril 7 Its existence was 36
point
Commie
was total compliance" with the uncovered in the reports of 37 Pigeon pea
38
Cutting part of
OfuCKLEY- s10'SHOPE
law.
various trade and business poinstrument
'<NI:7.45114'WAq TO A
Branson said Baker would be litical committees that reported 39 Indonesian
WOOMINIS HEART!!
to
two
day
or
a
willing within
making pre-April contributions
ir.bean
• make the names of contributors to the Baker committee along 40 indefiniteartiR.cM
to a Washington. D.C.. fund- with contributions to other sen- 41 Acinleerican
o.!.41Y
oionear
'raising committee available It ators and congressmen.
12
Erse
plant
was not clear how much of the
3°
These reported contributions 11 Reports
$185.000 was raised by that
45 Correct
to
Baker
totalled
than
less
17 Reaches
- committee
'IA
e
s
$3.000 The •larkest was $1,000
Sctoss
-Feet 'Reports on file with the Sec- on March CS' from 'he Corn- 48 Bristles
Bak.*
show
'retary of the Senate
mittee on American Principle
13C444114er raised $133,040. before April 7
iriale'S politica! ecintribuelections_
federal
new
the
when
1 Flail at
ftt 11)1A1
i
:
1ror
Nre-ori
the
a
/Iffi
114
*
eel
2 Darnsrr
law went into effect. It requires industry. 111111.0111
•
.:44
t
TeaSUfe
Dietr, by Ualtad Feature Sy , te.
full disclosure of all contribu-
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HAVE YOU
EVER BEEN
SEASICK?

No,

A LOT OF
PEOPLE
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BUSINESS OF

STO
I.

Earn $l0,00
$20,000 or more
very first yes
send you to s
weeks expense
you in the field
servicing e
business
Guaranteed i
first month. M
21 years of agi
bondable, an
sports
Hospitalization
sion program.
portunity con
collect for a
Les MI
C.ontineni
Padneak
4434614 Moe.,7
betweea isis

4.•••••••••••••••

AGENTS WANTE
in spare time. No
Rosebud Sykes,
chery,406 South 41

LOST & FO
LOST
PRES
sunglasses at St
Rite Drug Store.
Phone 436-2311.
AUTOS FOR

DATSUN-1972-121
viiyl top, auti
omission and Sta,
In excellent con
$1700.00. Phone 753

MERCURY COM
door hardtop, $250
2174.

BUICK-1972 Elec
and hill power. Ph
5532.

DUNE BUGGY.!
phone 7334018.

VOLKSWAGENbeetle, 44,000 n
radio Local ca
clean. Highway m
6740.

CHEVROLET-19
condition. Phone
4:00p.m.

BUICK WILDCA'
pdwer and air.
Phone 753-7530 or

THUNDERBIRI
vertible, limited
series of cony
derbircls ). In exc
with air condit
steering, new di
top and tires. If ii
phone 753-3415 131
and 753-8756 after

OLDSMOBILE 8
power steering
Radio, good tires
1965 Chevrolet 10
bed, 6 cylinder,
average conditio
Marquis, two do
power steering
FM radio, lady di
1969 Cadillac Di
inside and out. Ne
seen to apprecial
locally owned 0
3210.

CHEVROLET-I
good condition.
be seen at Willie'
Shop, just off 11
436-2128.

CHEVROLET-1
four wheel dri
transmission.
transfer case.
and brakes. Nei
Tom Reagan, Ts
753-3134.

MUSTANG-1961
speed. Phone 753

REAL F..STAT1

BLOCK HOUSE
with adjoining
Phone 753-4556.

INCO
PROP1
trade
111
,
11
heat. Er
air
be poss
$570. P
Inca
1626 Han
5479
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

Another View

FOR SALE

2 TWO MALE beagles. Phone 753/
GIRL'S BICYCLE,28", about 11
J17C
years old. Excellent condition. 5322 after 2:00 p.m.
J16C
Phone 753-9243.
FREEZER-15 cubic foot,
t. Good condition. $75.00.
RED DACHSHUND,female,six -•=t1,4712:J17C
weeks old. Phone 753-2378. J14c
-MDBILE HOME, Melody-12'x50',
two bedrooms. Frigidaire skinnymini washer and dryer. Couch
and 10 gallon aquarium, complete with fish. Phone 437-4312 or
J17P
437-4517.

$10.00. DOWN and $10.00. per R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
month will buy a large wooded lot work guaranteed. Business and
at Keniana Shores. Lake access- residential. Free estimates.
central water-all weather Phone day or night Mayfield 247streets. Phone 436-2473. August9C 7201.
TFC

Earn $10,000, $15,0130,
$20,000 or more a year your
very first year. We will
send you to school for 2
weeks expenses paid, train
you in the field, selling and
servicing established
account.
business
Guaranteed income the
first month. Must be over
21 years of age, have car,
bondable, ambitious and
minded.
sports
Halcitelbation and pensii-Weirim. Equal opporturtity company. Call
collect for appointment.
Les Morris
Continental Inn
Paducah, Ky.
443-6164 Mon.,Tues., Wed.,
between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.

COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
fireplugs. Extra large. High arid BUSHHOGGING.
Reasonable
dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone rates. Phone 753-3943.
J17C
Sam Harris 753-8061
August6C
KELLY'S TERMIT'E and Pest
BY OWNER. Three bedroom, Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
two baths, brick veneer, one year 13th Street,"every day you delay
old,fully carpeted. Large kitchen lets bugs have their
and family room. Built-in range Way.''
August6NC
and dishwasher, central heat atxi
air. Large two car attached
ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
garage, patio. On large lot. Call
gutters. We cover all exposed
J14C
753-7769 for appointment.
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
enamel aluminum siding. All
TWO STORY house with
aluminum gutters and down
aluminum siding, two bedrooms
spouts. Free estimates. Phone
upstairs, two down, two baths,
AugustaC
753-8783.
carpet, central gas heat, air
lot,
Corner
conditioning.
135'x190'. Double car garage and SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
double carport. 621,500.00. Phone Electric. Complete pump repair
service. Let us check your old
753-1668 days or 753-6278 nightJ14C pump for you before you buy a
s.
pew one. 24 hour emergency
AGENTS WANTED.Earn money
Phone 7534543. July 14C
In spare time. No investment. See WATER FRONT large lot, a service.
choice
area,
after
Phone
436-2427
HatMurray
Rosebud Sykes,
J18NC PAINTING-INTERIOR, exJ20C 7 p.m
chery, 406 South 4th.
terior, and sheet rock finishing.
KENIANA SHORES-Large All work guaranteed. For free
wooded lots for sale-as little at estimates phone Sammie Atkins
LOST & FOUND
1895 with $10 down & 610 Per Painting & Decorating 437PRESCRIPTION month-central water4ake access- 4534.
July 20C
LOST
sunglasses at Storey's or Say- all weather streets. From New
Rite Drug Store. Please return. Concord drive North East on 444
HELP WANTED
J20C five miles eind follow Racism
Phone 436-2311.
July 215C
signs to offiee.
INSURANCE SALESMAN
Need two men or women in
AUTOS FOR SALE
ON KENTUCKY Lake; four
your area to help me
service our present clients
D4TSUN-1972-1200 coupe with large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
full time. Commission plus
vitly1 top, automatic tran- kitchen and living area, breakheat
renewals and bonus. For
smission and stereo tape player. fast bar, fireplace, central
patio.
dock,
large
boat
full information and perIn excellent condition. Price and air,
J16C $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. J20C
sonal interview write to or
$1700.00. Phone 753-7930.
phone:
SERVICES OFFERED
Mr. John W. Isbell
MERCURY COMET-1962, four
Pyramid Life Inc. Co.
door hardtop, $250.00. Phone 489J16P BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
Box 442
2174.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Fulton, Ky, 42041
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138.
Phone 472-3925
BUICK-1972 Electra 225 with air or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
and full power. Phone 753J14C CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
5532.
steam cleaned Phone Carpet HELP WANTED in service
DUNE BUGGY. For information Mister 489-2504.
TFC department. Apply in person to
J14C
Sanders Purdorn Motor
phone 753-4016.
J14C
Sales.
your additionsVOLKSWAGEN-1971 Super- FOR ALL
beetle, 44,000 miles. AM-FM remodeling, residential or WANTED BABY-SITTER, days.
radio. Local car. Extremely commercial. New or old. Free Must furnish references. Phone
TFC
dean. Highway miles. Phone 753- estimates. Call 753-8125.
J16P
753-8928 after 3:30 p.m.
JleNC
6740.
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.'
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY for
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
national health agency. PerCHEVROLET-1959 Excellent
manent position. Liberal holidays
condition. Phone 753-7792 after
and vacations. Must travel 13
J16C
•Papetring
4:00p.m.
county area. Expenses paid. 443•Painting
8603 Monday and Tuesday, 9:00
Bum( WILDCAT-1967, double •Paneling
a.m. to 4:00 p.m.for interview.
[Ayer and air. Highest otter• Ceiling Tile
Phone 753-753° or 75341046. "P
Complete Home
NEED MORE income? Want
Remodeling
conTHUNDERBIRD-1965
spending money? Earn
extra
vertible, limited edition, (last
FREE ESTIMATES
while working part time. Set your
series of convertible Thunown hours. For information
derbirds). In excellent condition
August 15C
phone 753-1470.
power
with air conditioning,
753-0961
steering, new disc brakes, new
WANTED WOMAN to care for
top and tires. If interested please
small child, starting end of
p.m.
5:00
before
phone 753-3415
ROY HARMON finish carpenter. August. References required.
and 753-8756 after 5:00 p.m. J16C Houses trimmed-cabinetsJ14C
Phone 753-0607.
formica tops-doors-etc. Quality
OLDSMOBILE 88-1965 with Aber, workmanship. Phone 753August 11C HELP WANTED at Grecian
and brakes. 0790.
power steering
Steak House. Apply in perRadio, good tires. A-1 throughout.
J17C
son.
needs
building
YOUR
FOR
8'
pickup,
ton
1,4
Chevrolet
1965
old,
or
new
additions,
remodeling
bed, 6 cylinder, no rust, above
average condition. 1969 Mercury large or small jobs. Call 753July 25C
Marquis, two door hardtop, air, 7955.

Bill Houghton

Help Wanted

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
of them at prices you couldn't
believe, starting at $450.00. Full
type,fold down and .notor homes.
New and used. At Bill's Camper
Corner, located at Bill's Mobile
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road,
Paducah, Ky. Phone coiled for
J14C
information 443-6150.

FOR SALE
Attractive 2 bedroom brick
home on one and -nine tenths
acre sot. approximately 8
miles from Murray on black
top. Has living room with
fireplace. dining room,
kitchen with appliances,
family room with additional
fireplace, large utility room,
bath One car garage at
tached, also 23 x 39' concrete
garage, block building plus
several fruit trees, grape
harbor, pond, stocked with
fish. Ekcellent buy in a
country home
Phone 753-414411

SCHNAUZERS,
MINIATURE
2 weeks old. Non shed coats.
1
5/
SPECIAL 14 H.P. John Deere Ideal with children. Melody-Ayre
lawn and garden tractor with Kennels. Phone 901-232-8327 or
number 48 mower. Regular 642-1938.
J19C
$1965.00. Through July or while
supply lasts $1695.00. Murray UNIFORMS-Gilson-Hoover and
Supply, 7534361.
AugustaC Holiday brands. I am now taking
J16C
orders. Phone 753-3593.
IRISH SETrER, 9 months old,
$50.00. 1962 Pontiac Tempest, fair 641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel
puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish YAMAHAS-125 mt, 125 Enduro,
condition,$25.00. Phone 436J16C Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753- 175 Enduro. 125 Penton. Three
5849.
July)INC hike trailer. 1957 GMC'.. plinA
9457.
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM guttruck. Phone 753-9761 or
ters. Baked on acrylic finish. 73" TELEVISION, black and 8167.
J18C
Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for white in early American cabinet.
J16P
_pee estimate Dale Campbell 753- $25.00. Phone 753-3295.
SAILBOAT-14' fiberglass.
July 20C
7775.
$200.00. Phone 901-479-1413. J14C
AKC
male,
TOY POODLE,
VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe Store- registered, silver, seven months
- /
Western Store and Shoe Repair. old, housebroken. Good with
Kixike,111-MC;
JAC
435-5643.
Phone
children.
Now open at their new location
,string
pound pull. Brsh
on Arcadia, off 641 North, across
ge covers,
s,
silen
Two
HOUNDS.
BEAGLE
CenShopping
from Central
In guard, wall
bow ul
TFC medium size and one small.
ter.
season. Nine
one
rack.
J16C
Phone 753-4581.
rrows $45.00 firm.
hunt
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
n's Rabbitry 753tobacco Phone
Edison air conditioners. 10,000 SEVERAL HUNDRED
J14C
4611.
J16C
Phone 7'53-3375.
BTU,$184.26. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. sticks.
111,000 BTU, $200.62. 23,000 BTU,
TWO SOWS with pigs, also
4385.00. 26,000 BTU $318.40. Roby
Phone 753- chickens for sale. Phone 753Sales Highway 68, Benton, 1972 HONDA CI70.
J16C 6940.
J16C
July 17C E293.
Kentucky.

73.

NOTICE

For One Stop Service_
Insurance - Real Estate
Mortgage Insurante

Wilson Insuranc
e
and
Real Estate
202 S. 4th St.( Across from Post Office ) Phone 753-3M.- *7Member Multiple Listings
Sales Personnel Residence Phones-baretta Jobs-7536079; Wayne Wilson - 753-5086; Don Nanney - 753-9912;
Bill Adams - 753-5657.

If You

Miss Your Paper
Pleas. Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If

No Results:
Phone

TRUCK LOAD sale-Arrnstong
TRAVEL TRAILER-1970, turck tires, first line;
Aristocrat 12'. Sleeps six. Has gas 825:20 - 10 ply $46.90 + $6.14
stove, refrigerator and heat. Also 900x20 - 10 ply $59.18 +$7.33
toilet. If interested phone 753-0437 1000110 - 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
J16C Armstong's best highway tread
or 753-5870.

USED RIDING mowers, $39.95
and up. Murray Supply, phone
Augutit8C
753-3381.

SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece
tub, $172.50, white and colors.
truck tires;
Murray Supply, 753VA LOANS, no down payment for 825x20 - 10 ply $54.16 + $6.14
August8C
3361.
qualified veteran 12 years to 900'20 - 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
pay. Drive on out almost to 1000x20 - 12 ply $76.68 + $9.10
SPECIAL 34":32" one piece
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. Armstrong's best traction type
JOAN COLESON is now working
sli
fiberglass shower stalls. Special
at the Kut' n Kurl Beauty Salon, Bank financing on spot. Bill's truck tires;
$112.00. White and colors. Mtwray
ednesday through Saturday, Mobile Homes, 3900 South 825x20 - 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
Aulgust0C
Supply, 753-3361.
, 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Phone 753- Beltline Highway, Paducah, }Cy., 900x20 - 10 ply $71.14 + $8.51
J14C
1000:20 - 12 ply $83.00 + $10.52.
J18P 443-6150.
1682 for appointment.
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
BE GENTLE, be kind to that
July 14NC
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST Ky.
expensive carpet, clean with Blue
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest variety of pistols. Buy now while
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South you can still get them at REMINGTON 670 magnum, vent Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
13th Street, "every day you delay reasonable prices. Country Boy rib. Like new. For information $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
J14C
lets bugs have their way." Aug4C Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles phone 753-3621.
J14C Center.

753-1916

Pielitte Jaws

from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
and 164. Open Sundays until 4.00
J14C
p.m.

Is new employed at

Before 500 p.m.,
Then
p.m. and
5:30
After
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278
ORE ELECTRIC, electric motor
and sale. New Concord
Road, phone 753-8114. August9C

repair

GUTTERII‘G BY Sears. Sears
seamlLss gutters, installed per
your specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
TFC
estimate.
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
rug specialist that adjusts to any
carpet. New and used vacuums
for sale. For demonstration
phone Mike Hutchens, your local
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753Jul31C
0359.

MARY BELL is now working at
the Town & Courtbi, Beauty Shop
Tuesday, through Saturday, 8:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m. Phone 753-8388 for
J14C
appointment.
REFRIGERATOR, used,
Air conditioner; chain
Legal Notice
W; 1961 Thunderbird car;
tor boat. Phone 436-2197 after
COMMONWEALTH OF KEN
J17C
p.m.
:30
TUCK Y

10' ALUMINUM boat and trailer,
J14NC
$100.00. Phone 753-3570.

power steering and brakes. AMFM radio, lady driven. Real nice. WILL DO trash and brush
1973 HONDA CB350 G series, less
Night Shift Cook
1969 Cadillac DeVrne, perfect hauling. Reasonable rates Phone
than 1,000 miles, $750.00. Phone
TFC
inside and out. New tires. Must be 753-6130.
J14C
753-8041.
DEPARTMENT
Full time. Dependable
1967-750 Norton. Phone 753seen to appreciate. These are all
OF TRANSPORTATION
Apply in person at
J2OP TEN STOCK cows, three to six
1493.
locally owned cars. Phone 753- JOHN'S REPAIR Service
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
J16C Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
3210.
years old. One Charolias bull.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
J14P
Sealed bids will be received b JOHN DEERE cornImie, self Phone 753-5869.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
A-1 condition.
propelled. In
CHEVROLET-1965 step van. In 753-7625 nights.
the
its
at
TFC
Bureau
of
Highways,
NIVY.
J17P
good condition. Good tires. Can
office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until Phone 435-5311.
be seen at Willie's Antique & Gift FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
1968 TRIUMPH 650 motorcycle.
Daylight
10.00 A.M. Eastern
Shop, just off 121 on 614. Phone Installation.Phone 7534850. TFC VON I& calling you. We're Time on the lath day of July, 1973,
Pbone.15&728floc./51-6265.
J14C
436-2128.
looking for people who like at which time bids will be
DEPRESSION GLASS, all
making money. publicly opened and read for the
JERRY'S REFINISHING & people-and like
colors, most popular patterns
CHEVROLET-19'70 Suburban, Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles Call 443-3366 or write Glenda improvement of:
Phone 492-8212 or 4984226. J14C
four wheel drive, four speed South of Murray on Hwy. 641. Duke, Box 3247, Paducah, SP GROUP 49 (19'72)
CAMPER Sales,
J16C Bituminous Concrete- Surface ARROWHEAD
transmission. Dual range
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- Kentucky 42001.
Mayfield, Kentucky, on th• 1971 MOWS:home, Equity and
,
transfer case. Pinfir steering
Class I
TFC
8837:
Highway. Travel trailers;take over payments. call for
and, brakes. New tires. Contact
now
accepting
Lloyd
OF
HOUSE
Calloway Co., SP 18-768 The pickup camper, topperd. We also
J19C
appointment, 753-7284.
Toni Reagan, Taber* Body Shop, WILL DO barn painting and applications for toy demon- Will Doors Road from KY 464
rent campers by the week or
J17C commercial spraying. Rusty strators. Free training-tOp psy
753-3134.
of
distance
a
• extending northerly,
weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489- MOBILE HOME 12'x55', Skyline.
roofs a speciality. Phone 753-0400 Now through November. Call 443- 1.500 miles.
J14C Wall to wall carpet, two air
=3.
MUSTANG-1968, black, 289 four or 382-2299.
August 13C 7009 or write, Mrs. Lewis, 720-F Calloway Co., SP 18-788 The
J17C
conditioners. Miller gun type oil
speed.Phone 7534142.
Lone Oak Road, Paducah • Sulphur Springs - Buffalo Road
AKC
on
about $10.00 per month
PRICE
furnace,
SPECIAL
J14C
HELP WANTED
Kentucky.
from KY 444 extending easterly
poodle puppies. heat cost. Underpenned. Tied
to the Mt. Carmel-Valentine registered
Blacks, apricots, silvers and down against storm. Utility
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Road (CR 1151) a distance of
whites. Dewormed. Phone 753- house, shrubbery, duo-matic
2.400 miles.
6379.
J16C washer. Phone 753-7489. Fox
Bid proposals for all projects will
J16C
Meadows Trailer Court.
A.M.
9:00
be
until
available
Immediate opening available. Must be neat,enthusiastic
carkeep
FOR
wear
LONGER
on
TIME
EASTERN DAYI1GHT
energetic and able to assume responsibility. Attractive
HOME, 12'x60'
MOBILE
the day of the bid opening at the pets clean with Blue Lustre. Rent
salary and other benefits offered. Apphcation.s taken daily 2Kwik-Pik Richardson. In Riviera Courts
$1.
electric
shampooer
Procurement
Divison
Contract
of
5 p.m.
INCOME PROPERTX,for sake or
J14C Phone 753-8854 after 6:00 p.m.
at a cost of $2 each. Bid proposals Market, Five Points.
trade rtialfrturnished cral
•
J16C
Conbct:
are issued only, to prequalified
air sn4 heat. Excellent condition,
payable
Remittance
contractors
immhate posoession. Monthly
to the State Treasurer of Kenincom $570. Priced at $49,500
yoposa
uckpr
tor
f
mustisaccompany request
locate 1626 Hamilton, Phone 436ITC
JWyl4NC
5479.

Let extra income make payments on an extremel', nice
home. N-rnain floor are three bedrooms. 1,7 baths,
formal living and dining rooms, large paneled family
room, complete kitchen with birch cabinets and family
eating space, extra large utility room with cabinets and
walk in closet. Central air and heat. Near campus. Walk in
basement has 6 rental rooms, completely furnished. Out
of state owner will sacrifice this lovely home below coat.
Phone 4364479.

Starts Monday
Morning 8:00
- 45" DACRON & COTTON
egularly '1.98 8 '3.49 ycl‘
1 5. ,
13
4.

JERRY'S
Mallet

Yee

F

Values up
to '6.98 yd.

Night Manager Needed

-71

Mr. David Bradford

Murray on 1+11
492-8211
Phone
South of
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Sign Language Black Knights To Appear In
Course To Be Bluegrass National Contest
Given, Mayti_01

Crime Lab Assists Local Police

Workshop To
Be Conducted
At University

Regular Services
At Baptist Church

matched the soil from the golf to testify in court about his
Rev Richard E. Walker will
course with soil on his tires. findings. This service is
Competing corps will average
"Hard trace" techniques are provided not only to state police
be speaking at the regular
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
members each, with
worship services at the First...—_
also used in examining tools. but to local departments as
— The Black Knights - of about 110
of about 15.
Cases have been cracked by well.
Baptist Church on Sunday. July
Belleville, Minois, long notes an average age
on
focused
A workshop
selected for the
comparing "jimmy" marks on
15, at 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Miss Carman Sandoval, a for their horn line, will be one of They are
adschool
of
aspects
selected
lab,"
service
full
a
are
"We
of competitive
Joe Pat Trevathan will be
a door with test marks from a
senior at California Baptist the top contestants to appear in contest on basis
as
supervision
and
ministration
says Easterling. "There is
on the field
suspected tool.
as deacon of the week
serving
College and a summer missions the first annual Bluegrass ability, uniqueness
learning
open
the
to
they relate
professional level .of
The chemistry lab also in- probably more individual environment will be offered at and assisting in the morning
appointee of the Home Mission National Invitational Drum and and the
in
than
here
the
responsibility
and
members
cludes experts in poisons,
Board, will be with Mid- Bugle Corps competition here both the corps
Murray State University during services.
staff.
serology (blood and .blood another large lab. Because of the summer intersession
The Adult Choir, directed by
Continent Baptist Bible College August H.
_
as
such
facilities
offers
It
The largest presentation of complex instruments:1er drug alcohol), arson and firearms. the chain of evidence, each man
W. lludOlp:HoWard. minister
_Recognized as a "coiner" for
of Mayfield._ Kentack4,_ July 1522.
.
of
on
piece
be
a
for
responsible
is
will
corps
-For poisons you narrow
work in the field of 'some years, the unit will meet annlitra ier
21
Noffsinger, of music, will present special
Hugh
Dr.
contest, with identification which miury local
from the time the
down the field by noting the evidence
Manual Communications some of the other top units in the display during the
of music at both services. Their
department
the
of
have.
not
do
departments
chairman
police
restricted to corps
Wayne investigator turns it in until he school administration and selections will be "Speak to My
symptoms," said
nation. They have spent many admission
(Sign or hand language.)
and
tubing
glass
little
a
From
who
those
investigator."
that
to
it
returns
members, staff and
supervision, said graduate Heart, Lord Jesus." •'Praise
in 1948, to Wesley, toxicologist. "For
Joe Buckner, of the special of the winter months working on
purchased tickets to the a Busen burner
In 1968, the crime lab students may earn three God, Ye Sons of Earth." "Now I
instance, if there were conMinistries Department of the their drum line and drill in have
thousand
hundred
several
compeition, which is scheduled
Kentucky Baptist Convetnion, anticipation of the contest.
dollars worth of highly vulsions you would test for processed 216 cases. In 1969 semester hours of credit for Belong to Jesus," and "The
the University of Kentucky's
for
with the completion of a new Administration 654, Problems Unveiled Christ."
atannual
Mid.
an
at
instructor
event,
time
The
and part
sophisticated equipment today, strychnine."
Lieutenant Fred Watson, facility and the decision to in Sopervision of the Open
During the past two weeks
Continent, has made the traction in Lexington, will at- Stoll Field.
the lab.has kept pace with the
necessary arrangements for a tract at least 17 and possibly 24
evidence head of the crime lab, stated become a full-scale state-wide Classroom, by enrolling in the Ray Moore and Gus Robertson.
police
latest
achave
who
those
Among
that the bulk of analyses today operation, the case load nearly course.
"refresher course" for those of the nation's top units, ac.1r., have served as music
Alabama examination techniques during are drug cases.
are:
doubled. But that was just the
who have already taken some cording to contest coordinator cepted
directors in the absence of Mr.
designed
is
workshop
—The
years.
25
past
the
Charioteers, Troy, Alabama;
a beginning. In 1971, cases totaled for administrators,supervisors, Howard.
involves
testing
Narcotic
instruction, as well as an in- Hugh Mahon, Danville.
crimes
commit
"People
Kingsmen,
Anaheim
preliminary screening for size, 1,878. By 1972, the figure was classroom teachers, and other
The Bluegrass National is a the
troductory course for new and
G.T. Moody, minister of
the through the medium of
California;
Tuston,
Bugle
and
Drum
in
the
during
shape and markings. Then 3,176.
concept
new
prospective student,
education, urges all members
to
desire
who
personnel
school
are
"things"
The
"things".
Audubon,
week. Carman will also be Corps competition, offering Audubon Bon-Bons,
Tom come more complicated tests
says
The crime lab is only part of investigate the philosphical as and visitors to attend Sunday
Jersey; the Belleville evidence,"
like one using an ultraviolet the Bureau of Technical Ser- well as the practical aspects of School at 9:30 a.m. and Church
working with the First Baptist both big prize money and New
the
of
supervisor
Easterling,
Belleville,
spectrascope. More elaborate
Church of Mayfield, seeking seminars on various aspects of Black Knights,
vices headed by Lieutenant working and supervising in a Training at 7:30 p.m. He also
the Bleu Raiders, chemistry lab.
instruments include the "giz- Marion Campbell. A photo lab, school environment that is announced that a Sunday School ;
members for a prospective corpsmanship, including Illinois;
that
said
he
example,
For
Blue
the
Louisiana;
Kenner,
class in which Sunday School marching, maneuvering, horns
open Clinic will be held at Jonathan
the
on
in a mo" — a nuclear magnetic headed by Lieutenant Spercel centered
Stars, Evansville, Wisconsin; when a window is smashed
resonance spectrometer (used Fayne, completes the bureau. classroom," he said.
lessons would be taught in sign and percussion.
Creek Baptist Assembly on6,
left
are
glass
of
traces
break-in,
More than $50,000 will be the Cadets of Garfield, Garfield, on the culprit's clothes. The in the analysis of organic
language.
_
Workshop sessions will begin Friday and Saturday, July 20.
The photo lab prints and
Capitolaires,
the
Jersey;
New
Miss Sandoval,a Christian for offered in prize money, with
clothes would be examined by a compounds) which state pales processes all film shot by meeting from 9 a.m. to noon in and 21. The Friday prograrn.,
the
Wisconsin;
Madison,
acquired even before one was
twelve years, is from La Habra, maximum potential for the first
Room 252 of the Education will start at two p.m. and,,.
Hanover Park, chemist who specializes in available at the FBI laboratory uniformed employees in the
California. She has five years of place winner at $8,500 and Cavaliers,
Building on Aug. 6 Later classes continue through Saturdayo.
(paint,
substances
trace"
"hard
lab
year,
Last
photo
the
field.
the Commodores,
experience in work with deaf minimum potential for 7th place Illinois;
glass, etc. rather than "soft in Washington, D.C.
processed 96,363 photos, not may be arranged in the noon.
DeLa
the
California;
Stockton,
Arson is often an attempt to including motion picture film, evenings to accommodate
people, and one previous year at $950.
trace" materials like blood and
Preliminary competitions Salle Oaklands, Crescent, hair. I
Summer
cover up another crime. Arson color slides and document participants whose schools start
B.S.U.
a
as
Ontario; the
rubble from the
Missionary. She has served will be unnecessary, due to the Mississauga,
prior to the end of the inphotos.
Easterling recalled that a experts bring
Wisconsin; the
tersession.
scene of a crime and sift
three years in revival teams as screening process used in Kitties, Racine,
new
brand
a
up
tore
who
vandal
Madison,
Noting that the enrollment
painstakingly through it.
fellowship leader. Her college selecting the competing units, Madison Scouts,
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